ABA, see also BAR LEADER

ABA JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.74 (1988)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.70 (1984)- current

ABA, SECTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW, BULLETIN
HOLDINGS: (1957-1965)
LOCATION: 0081- FILM
CABINET: #22

ABA, SECTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW, PROCEEDINGS
HOLDINGS: (1942-1965)
LOCATION: 0081- FILM
CABINET: #22

ACCESS
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues hardcopy holdings [v.1 (1975)- v.58 (1977)]
NOTE: ceased publication with no.182 (1985); but library has no holdings beyond no.152 (1982)

ACCESS TO GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHY
HOLDINGS: 1979
LOCATION: 0810- FICHE
CABINET: #12

ACIR POLICY REPORTS
HOLDINGS: 1961-1979
LOCATION: 0418- FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
INDEXED: GUIDE #418 (1961-1979) in MICROFORMS ROOM, from 1980
see Monthly Catalog of Government Publications at DOCS. REF. or
on DIALOG through WESTLAW

ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
see ACIR POLICY REPORTS

THE ADVOCATE (THIRD DISTRICT BAR ASSOCIATION, BOISE, IDAHO)
HOLDINGS: v. 23 (1980)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
THE ADVOCATE (VANCOUVER BAR ASSOCIATION)
   HOLDINGS: v.53 (1995)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48

AGRICULTURE DECISIONS (U.S.D.A)
   HOLDINGS: v.1 (1942)- v.35 (1976)
   LOCATION: 0422- FICHE
   CABINET: #01
   NOTE: full title: AGRICULTURE DECISIONS: DECISIONS OF THE
         SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE UNDER THE REGULATORY LAWS
         IN THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

ALABAMA LAWYER
   HOLDINGS: v.41 (1980)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
   CABINET: #48

ALABAMA. SESSION LAWS
   HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
   LOCATION: 0701- FICHE
   CABINET: #12

ALABAMA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1980-current
   LOCATION: 1110- FICHE
   CABINET: #14

ALABAMA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1819-1988
   LOCATION: 0001- FICHE
   CABINET: #01

ALASKA BAR RAG
   HOLDINGS: v.16 (1992)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
   CABINET: #48

ALASKA. SESSION LAWS
   HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
   LOCATION: 0702 - FICHE
   CABINET: #12

ALASKA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1979- current
   LOCATION: 1110- FICHE
   CABINET: #14

ALASKA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1955-1988
   LOCATION: 0002- FICHE
   CABINET: #01
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ALBERTA LAW REVIEW (CANADA)
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1955) - v.11 (1973)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.12-28 (1974-1989/90); current hardcopy holdings at JILP/CUNY.

ALTERNATIVE LAW JOURNAL (AUSTRALIA)
HOLDINGS: v.17 (1992) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues LEGAL SERVICE BULLETIN (AUSTRALIA), v.16 (1991)

AMERICAN DECISIONS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1760) - v.100 (1869)
LOCATION: 0423 - FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF133.A53); continued by AMERICAN REPORTS (1869-1887)
NOTE: full title: THE AMERICAN DECISIONS CASES OF GENERAL VALUE AND AUTHORITY DECIDED IN THE COURTS OF SEVERAL STATES

AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.56 (1950/51) - v.83 (1978)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1895/96) - current

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY
HOLDINGS: v.86 (1980/81) - v.98 (1992/93)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER
HOLDINGS: v. 1 (1852/53) - v.39 (1891); v.46 (1898) - v.55 (1907)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy
NOTE: continued by AMERICAN LAW REGISTER AND REVIEW, v.40 (1892) - v.45 (1897)
NOTE: continued by UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW AND AMERICAN LAW REGISTER, v.56 (1908) - v.93 (1944)

AMERICAN LAW REGISTER AND REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.40 (Jan. 1892) - v.45 (Dec. 1897)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues AMERICAN LAW REGISTER, v.1 (1852/53) - v.39 (1891)
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title AMERICAN LAW REGISTER
AMERICAN LAWYER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, current issues only; v.9-current also on LEXIS
NOTE: microfiche published one to two years later than hardcopy
NOTE: includes a preview issue, Aug. 1978

AMERICAN LAWYER'S CORPORATE COUNSEL MAGAZINE, CCM
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy

AMERICAN LAWYER TECH
HOLDINGS: Spring 96 - Winter 98
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

AMERICAN REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1869)- v.60 (1887)
LOCATION: 0424 - FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF133 .A54)
NOTE: full title: THE AMERICAN REPORTS: CONTAINING ALL DECISIONS OF GENERAL INTEREST DECIDED IN THE COURTS OF LAST RESORT OF THE SEVERAL STATES
NOTE: continues AMERICAN DECISIONS (1760-1869)
NOTE: continued by AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (1886-1911)

AMERICAN STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
see individual states

AMERICAN STATE PAPERS
HOLDINGS: vary by subject; 1st Cong. 1st Sess. – 25th Cong. 2nd Session (1789-1838)
LOCATION: 1399-FICHE
CABINET: #29
NOTE: full title: AMERICAN STATE PAPERS: DOCUMENTS, LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE, OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES...
NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET
NOTE: arranged by ten subject classes and in chronological order within each class with varying time spans
NOTE: tables of contents are included on the first fiche for each subclass

AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM)
HOLDINGS: selected states only; see individual state
LOCATION: 1-53 - FILM
CABINET: #21 - #22
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
INDEXED: see INDEX/GUIDE (A) #1-53 in MICROFORMS ROOM & at
AMERICAN STATE REPORTS (PRIOR TO THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM)
HOLDINGS: 1886-1911; complete holdings for 50 states (including the Indian Territories, Panama Canal, and Puerto Rico)
LOCATION: 1-53 – FILM
CABINET: #21 - #22
INDEXED: see INDEX/GUIDE (B) #1-53, Bibliographical Index to the State Reports Prior to the National Reporter System by Mary Chapman in MICROFORMS ROOM & at REFERENCE DESK
NOTE: continues AMERICAN REPORTS (1869-1887)
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately

AMERICAN STATE TRIALS
see A COLLECTION OF TRIALS ON MICROFICHE

AMLAW TECH (THE AMERICAN LAWYER'S TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy

ANNALS OF THE CONGRESS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1789)- v.42 (1824)
LOCATION: 1220- FICHE
CABINET: #16
NOTE: continued by REGISTER OF DEBATES IN CONGRESS
NOTE: continued by JOURNAL OF THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

ANNOTATED CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK AS AMENDED TO JANUARY 1, 1910: CONTAINING ALSO THE FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS...
see BIRDSEYE'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED
see BIRDSEYE'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED, (SECOND EDITION)

ANNUAL REPORT AND PROCEEDING OF THE ...ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION
see NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION, PROCEEDINGS

ARIZONA ATTORNEY
HOLDINGS: v.25, no.3 (Nov. 1988) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

ARIZONA BAR JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by ARIZONA ATTORNEY, v.25 (Sept. 1988) - current
ARIZONA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0703-FICHE
CABINET: #12

ARIZONA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1978-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

ARIZONA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1891-1988
LOCATION: 0003-FICHE
CABINET: #01
INDEXED: State Constitutional Conventions from Independence to the Completion of the Present Union, 1776-1959: a Bibliography, KF4501.B76 at DOCS. REF; and State Constitutional Conventions, 1959-1975: a Bibliography, KF4501.Y37 at DOCS. REF.

ARKANSAS LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.19, no.1 (1985) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48

ARKANSAS. SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0704- FICHE
CABINET: #12

ARKANSAS. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980- current
LOCATION: 1110- FICHE
CABINET: #14

ARKANSAS. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1836-1988
LOCATION: 0004- FICHE
CABINET: #01

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS. PROCEEDINGS
HOLDINGS: 1900-1981
LOCATION: 0415-FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: also in hardcopy, 1902-current (KF263 .A8)

AT&T COURT DECISIONS
see UNITED STATES v. AT&T: COURT DOCUMENTS

ATOMIC ENERGY LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1959) – v.15 (1973/74)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1959) – v.18 (1976/77)
ATTORNEY GENERAL DIGEST OF OPINIONS  
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE  
CABINET: #48  
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication  
NOTE: title varies, NEWSLETTER AND DIGEST OF SELECTED OPINIONS

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS (U.S.)  
see UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, OPINIONS

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS (STATE)  
see individual state

BACKGROUNDER  
HOLDINGS: 1981-1990  
CABINET: #48  
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication

THE BANKING LAW JOURNAL  
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1889) – v.84 (1967)  
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM  
CABINET: #27  
NOTE: includes index  
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.31 (1914) - current

BAR BULLETIN  
HOLDINGS: v.17, no.1 (Jan. 1985) - v.19, no.6 (Nov. 1985)  
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE  
CABINET: #48  
NOTE: continues MAINE BAR BULLETIN, v.14 (1980) - v.16, no.6 (Nov. 1982)  
NOTE: continued by MAINE BAR JOURNAL, v.1 (1986)-current  
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title MAINE BAR BULLETIN

BAR BULLETIN (STATE BAR OF NEW MEXICO)  
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE  
CABINET: #48  
NOTE: continues NEW MEXICO'S BAR BULLETIN

THE BAR EXAMINER  
HOLDINGS: v.54 (1985) - current  
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE  
CABINET: #48  
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.45 (1976)– v.54 (1985); v.61 (1992); v.66 (1997)– current  
NOTE: a National Conference of Bar Examiners publication

BARRON'S NATIONAL BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL WEEKLY  
HOLDINGS: (June 1978) – (December 1991)  
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE  
CABINET: #43
BAR JOURNAL (STATE BAR OF NEW MEXICO)
HOLDINGS: v.3, no.1 (Jan./Feb. 1997)- v.6 no.3 (2000)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: title varies: NEW MEXICO BAR JOURNAL: BAR JOURNAL

BAR LEADER
HOLDINGS: v.10 (1984/85) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: an American Bar Association publication

BENCH AND BAR OF MINNESOTA
HOLDINGS: v.42, no.11 (1985); v.45, no.10 (1988); v.46 (1989) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1950)- v.24 (1968) and CURRENT ISSUES

BENDER'S CONSOLIDATED STATUTORY INDEX
HOLDINGS: 1931
LOCATION: 1107F-FICHE
CABINET: #13
NOTE: full title is: BENDER'S CONSOLIDATED STATUTORY INDEX: COVERING COMPLETE STATUTORY SYSTEM OF GENERAL APPLICATION IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK, CONSOLIDATED LAW, GENERAL INDEPENDENT STATUTES, PRACTICE ACTS, CRIMINAL CODE, RULES, ETC.

BEVERLY HILLS BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: 48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1975/76) - current

BILLS & RESOLUTIONS
see UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HOUSE & SENATE BILLS & RESOLUTIONS

BIRDSEYE'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED (1ST EDITION)
LOCATION: 1106U- FICHE
CABINET: #13

BIRDSEYE'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED (2ND EDITION)
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1917)- v.9 (1919)
LOCATION: 1106V- FICHE
CABINET: #13

BIRDSEYE'S REVISED STATUTES, CODES AND LAWS OF NEW YORK
HOLDINGS: 1889-1890
LOCATION: 1106O- FICHE
CABINET: #13
BIRDSEYE’S REVISED STATUTES, CODES AND LAWS OF NEW YORK
(2ND EDITION)
HOLDINGS: 1896
LOCATION: 1106O- FICHE
CABINET: #13

BOOK OF THE STATES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1935) - current
LOCATION: 1172- FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: also in hardcopy, current year at REFERENCE (REF JK2403 .B6),
earlier volumes in stacks
NOTE: a Council of State Government publication

BOSTON BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.24, no.1 (1980) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48

BRIEF CASE
HOLDINGS: v.7, no.10 (Dec. 1949)- v.8, no.6 (June 1950)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-MICROFILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued by LEGAL AID BRIEF CASE, v.9 (Oct. 1950)- v.26 (June 1968)
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title LEGAL AID BRIEF CASE
NOTE: includes index

BRITISH RULING CASES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1890) – v.16 (1931)
LOCATION: 0090-FILM
CABINET: #22
NOTE: full title is BRITISH RULING CASES FROM COURTS OF GREAT BRITAIN, CANADA, IRELAND, AUSTRALIA AND OTHER DIVISIONS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE, EXTENSIVELY ANNOTATED

BROOKLYN BARRISTER
HOLDINGS: v.36 (1984/85) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
and CURRENT ISSUES
NOTE: current issues are discarded upon receipt of microfiche
CAHILL'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK (SECOND EDITION)
   HOLDINGS: 1930
   LOCATION: 1107A-FICHE
   CABINET: #13

CALIFORNIA
   see also BEVERLY HILLS BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL
   see also LOS ANGELES LAWYER
   see also SAN FRANCISCO ATTORNEY

CALIFORNIA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.64 (1885) – v.185 (1922)
   LOCATION: 0060-FILM
   CABINET: #21

CALIFORNIA BAR JOURNAL
   HOLDINGS: Jan. 1995- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY

CALIFORNIA LAW REVIEW
   HOLDINGS: v.1 (1912/13) – current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1912/13) - current

CALIFORNIA LAWYER
   HOLDINGS: v.1, no.1 (1981) - current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.2 (1982) - current

CALIFORNIA. SESSION LAWS
   HOLDINGS: 1970-1980
   LOCATION: 0705-FICHE
   CABINET: #12

CALIFORNIA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1977- current
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14

CALIFORNIA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1849-1988
   LOCATION: 0005- FICHE
   CABINET: #01

CANADA
   see also THE ADVOCATE/VANCOUVER BAR ASSOCIATION
   see also ALBERTA LAW REVIEW
CANADIAN BAR REVIEW = REVUE DE BARREAU CANADIEN
  LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
  CABINET: #48
  NOTE: earlier volumes in hardcopy, v.1 (1923) – v.65 (1986); current hardcopy holdings at JILP/BLS

CANADIAN LAWYER
  HOLDINGS: v.17, no.1 (Feb. 1993) - current
  LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
  CABINET: #48
  NOTE: current hardcopy holdings at JILP/BLS

CBA RECORD (CHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION)
  HOLDINGS: v.1 (1987) - current
  LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
  CABINET: #48
  NOTE: continues CHICAGO BAR RECORD
  NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY, on RESERVE

CCM  see  AMERICAN LAWYER'S CORPORATE COUNSEL MAGAZINE, CCM

CFR  see  CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

CHICAGO BAR RECORD
  LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
  CABINET: #48
  NOTE: ceased publication in 1986; continued by CBA RECORD
  NOTE: earlier volumes in hardcopy, v.16 (1934) – v.66 (1984/85)

CHICAGO DAILY LAW BULLETIN
  HOLDINGS: Jan. 1980 - current
  LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
  CABINET: #27
  NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY in Popular Reading Room rack; previous issues in REFERENCE

CIS CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET & HEARINGS, PRINTS, AND MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS
  see  UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET
  see  UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. COMMITTEE PRINTS
  see  UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HEARINGS
  see  UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
  see also  AMERICAN STATE PAPERS

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD REPORTS
  HOLDINGS: v.1 (1939) – v.54 (1970)
  LOCATION: 0425- FICHE
  CABINET: #01
  NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF2441.A55)

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD REPORTS
HOLDINGS: 1965 – 1999
LOCATION: 0425- FICHE
CABINET: #19
NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF2441.A55)

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD REPORTS, INDEX-DIGEST
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1938) – v.2 (1960)
LOCATION: 0426- FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy in storage (KF2441.A55)

CLASSICS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
HOLDINGS: 22 titles in 40 books
LOCATION: 0562- FICHE
CABINET: #11
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
NOTE: TABLE OF CONTENTS available for each set
NOTE: see GUIDE #562 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: a Carnegie publication

CLEVELAND BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.56 (1984/85) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS – FICHE
CABINET: #48

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS (CFR)
HOLDINGS: 1938- current
LOCATION: 1230- FICHE
CABINET: #17 - #18
NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF70.A3), CURRENT EDITION
NOTE: includes superseded and current editions of the Code of Federal Regulations

A COLLECTION OF TRIALS ON MICROFICHE
HOLDINGS: colonial times – early 1900’s
LOCATION: 1118-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
NOTE: see GUIDE #1118 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: arranged by accession numbers provided by GUIDE #1118

COLONIAL SESSION LAWS
see NEW YORK STATE COLONIAL SESSION LAWS

COLORADO
see also CLEVELAND BAR JOURNAL

THE COLORADO LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.9, no.1 (1980) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
COLORADO. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0706-FICHE
CABINET: #12

COLORADO. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1973- current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

COLORADO. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1864-1988
LOCATION: 0006-FICHE
CABINET: #01

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1901) - v.96 (1996)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1901) – current
NOTE: v.97 (1997) - current, see COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW – FICHE

COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: v.1 (1901) – v.96 (1996), see COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW - FILM

COM DOCUMENTS
see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. DOCUMENTS

COMMENTS ON INTER-AREA TAX COMPARISONS
HOLDINGS: Jan 1977- April 1986
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORMS ROOM

COMMERCIAL LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.78 (1973) – v.80 (1975)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.81 (1976) - current

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
see EUROPEAN UNION

COMMISSIONER OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE. DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY
see UNITED STATES TREASURY DECISIONS UNDER INTERNATIONAL REVENUE LAWS
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES. DECISIONS OF THE…
   see DECISIONS OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. DECISIONS OF THE…
   HOLDINGS: v.1 (1894) – v.27 (1921)
   LOCATION: 0820-FICHE
   CABINET: #12
   NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF6236.A54)

CONFERENCE OF THE ATTORNEYS GENERAL
   HOLDINGS: 1933-1973
   LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
   CABINET: #15
   NOTE: a Council of State Government publication

CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE
   HOLDINGS: 23rd Congress (1833)- 42nd Congress (Feb. 1873)
   LOCATION: 1220- FICHE
   CABINET: #16
   NOTE: continued by CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
   NOTE: continues REGISTER OF DEBATES IN CONGRESS

CONGRESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
   see UNITED STATES. CONGRESS…
   see also AMERICAN STATE PAPERS

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
   HOLDINGS: 43rd Congress (Mar. 1873)- current
   LOCATION: 1220- FICHE
   CABINET: #16
   NOTE: continues CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE
   NOTE: PERMANENT EDITION ONLY; daily edition is available in Paper at KF35
   NOTE: arranged by volume number, by part and by page number

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE (CRS)
   see MAJOR STUDIES AND ISSUE BRIEFS OF THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET
   see UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET

CONNECTICUT
   see also STANFORD LAWYER

CONNECTICUT. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.53 – v.165
   LOCATION: FILM
   CABINET: #21

CONNECTICUT BAR JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: earlier volumes in hardcopy, v.1 (1927) - v.61 (1987); (v.59 - current also on WESTLAW)

CONNECTICUT LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.8, no.1 (Aug./Sept. 1997) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48

CONNECTICUT, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1982
LOCATION: 0707-FICHE
CABINET: #12

CONNECTICUT, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1968 - current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

CONNECTICUT, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1639-1988
LOCATION: 0007-FICHE
CABINET: #01

CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED
see McKinney's CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK
see also BIRDSEYE'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED
see also CAHILL'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK

CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
HOLDINGS: 1909
LOCATION: 1106W
CABINET: #13

COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1976
see KAMINSTEIN LEGISLATIVE HISTORY PROJECT. MATERIALS LEADING TO THE COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1976

COPYRIGHT DECISIONS
HOLDINGS: 1783-1976
LOCATION: 0825-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.17 (1909) - current, at KF2991.A5.U54
NOTE: full title: DECISIONS OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS INVOLVING COPYRIGHT

THE CORNELL LAW QUARTERLY
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1915/16) - v.52 (1966/67)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1915/16) - v.52 (1966/67)
NOTE: continued by CORNELL LAW REVIEW, v.53 (1967/68) - current

CORNELL LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.53 (1967/68) – current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.53 (1967/68) – current
NOTE: continues CORNELL LAW QUARTERLY

CORPORATE COUNSEL MAGAZINE (CCM)
see AMERICAN LAWYER'S CORPORATE COUNSEL MAGAZINE

COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS. PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: vary, from 1930's – 1980's, currently updated
LOCATION: 0525-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
NOTE: see additional publications from the Council of State Governments
at #1169 and #1172 in cabinet #15
NOTE: see GUIDE #1169/525 in MICROFORMS ROOM and REF. DESK

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS. ARCHIVE PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1928- current
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
NOTE: for list of titles see GUIDE #520 in MICROFORMS ROOM and REFERENCE DESK
NOTE: monographs are arranged chronologically by year of publication;
serials are arranged by title

COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS
see UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS

CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: publications of the National Probation and Parole Association, the National Probation Association and the National Council on Crime and Delinquency
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title CRIME AND DELINQUENCY

CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
HOLDINGS: v.6, n.3 (July 1960) - v.20 (1974)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.21 (1975) – current
NOTE: continues NPPA JOURNAL (NATIONAL PROBATION AND PAROLE ASSOCIATION), v.1 (1955) - v.6 (Apr. 1960)

CRIMINAL LAW BULLETIN
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.15 (1979)- current

CRITICAL ISSUES
HOLDINGS: 1988-1992
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
NOTE: a Council of Foreign Relations publication
NOTE: alternate series title: CRITICAL ISSUES IN FOREIGN POLICY

CSG BACKGROUNDER
see BACKGROUNDER

CUSTOMS BULLETIN
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1967)- v.10 (1976)
LOCATION: 0481-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: continues TREASURY DECISIONS UNDER CUSTOMS AND OTHER LAWS (1898-1966)
NOTE: also in hardcopy, 1967-current but some missing (KF6200.5.A57 U52)

CUSTOMS COURT REPORTS
see UNITED STATES CUSTOMS COURT REPORTS

DECISIONS AND ORDERS OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
see NLRB DECISIONS AND ORDERS

DECISIONS OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
LOCATION: GA 1.5: (v.)
CABINET: #18
NOTE: also in hardcopy (KF6236.A55), v.1 (1921)-current
NOTE: publication alternates between paper and microfiche formats

DECISIONS OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY
see COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. DECISIONS OF...

DECISIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
see INTERIOR DEPARTMENT DECISIONS

DECISIONS OF THE FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION
see FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION DECISIONS

DECISIONS OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS INVOLVING COPYRIGHT
see COPYRIGHT DECISIONS

DECISIONS OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
see INTERIOR DEPARTMENT DECISIONS

DELAWARE. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
THE DELAWARE JOURNAL OF CORPORATE LAW
HOLDINGS: v.7 - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1976)-current

DELAWARE LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.4 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48

DELAWARE, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1969-1979
LOCATION: 0708-FICHE
CABINET: #12

DELAWARE, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1978-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

DELAWARE, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
HOLDINGS: 1776-1988
LOCATION: 0008-FICHE
CABINET: #01

THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1939)- v.65 (1971)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication in Dec. 1989; continued by DISPATCH, v.3 (1992)-current, on FICHE; v.1 (1990)-current in hardcopy

DETROIT LAWYER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication with v.59, n.2 (1992); resumed publication with v.1, n.1 (1994)

DIRECTORY OF COMMUNITY LEGISLATION IN FORCE AND OTHER ACTS OF THE COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1989-1992
LOCATION: 0563-FICHE
CABINET: #11
NOTE: also in hardcopy at KJE920.5 .D57; latest edition in REFERENCE; earlier editions in stack
DISPATCH
HOLDINGS: v.3, no.9 (Mar. 2, 1992) - v.10, no.10 (Nov. 1999)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1990) - current
NOTE: continues DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN, v.1 (1939) - v.65 (1971) on FICHE; v.66 (1972) - v.89 (1989) in hardcopy

DISTRICT LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.9 (1984/85) - v.10 (1985/86)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy
NOTE: ceased publication in 1986; continued by WASHINGTON LAWYER, v.1 (1986) - current

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
see also WASHINGTON LAWYER

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1983 - 1987
LOCATION: 009 - FICHE
CABINET: #01

DOCUMENTS
see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. DOCUMENTS

DOCUMENTS ON AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1938/39 - 1970
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: also in hardcopy (JX231.D6)
NOTE: Council on Foreign Relations publication
NOTE: index available for each volume; see also GUIDE #520 in MICROFORMS ROOM

EARLY FEDERAL LAWS
see HEIN'S EARLY FEDERAL LAWS

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also continued in hardcopy, latest complete year + current issues
ENGLISH LEGAL SOURCES. PRINTED ENGLISH LEGAL LITERATURE UP TO 1800

HOLDINGS: 124 titles
LOCATION 551-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

see also DIRECTORY OF COMMUNITY LEGISLATION IN FORCE
see also OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. DOCUMENTS

HOLDINGS: 1985-current
LOCATION: 0565-FICHE
CABINET: #11
INDEXED: for 1985-86 use EC Index, KJE35 at DOCS REFERENCE; from 1987 to date use Documents, KJE920.C65 at DOCS REFERENCE
NOTE: COM documents
NOTE: 1985-86 arranged by year and by microfiche number; from 1987 arranged by year and COM document number

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. REPORTS

HOLDINGS: 1985/86-current (2nd Parliamentary term-current)
LOCATION: 0566-FICHE
CABINET: #11
INDEXED: for 1985-86 use EC Index, KJE35 at DOCS REFERENCE from 1987 to date use Documents, KJE920.C65 at DOCS REFERENCE
NOTE: COM documents
NOTE: 1985-86 arranged by year and by microfiche number; from 1987 arranged by year and PE document number
NOTE: ALT Title: EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT REPORTS

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. OPINIONS AND REPORTS

HOLDINGS: 1985-2002; later documents available online at http://europa.eu.int
LOCATION: 0567-FICHE
CABINET: #11
INDEXED: for 1985-86 use EC Index, KJE35 at DOCS REFERENCE from 1987 to date use Documents, KJE920.C65 at DOCS REFERENCE
NOTE: Opinions and Reports of the Economic and Social Committee (ESC)
NOTE: arranged by year and by document number
NOTE: 1985 collection includes opinions only; from 1986 it also includes reports

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT. REPORTS

see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. REPORTS

EUROPEAN UNION

see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
FACTS AND FIGURES ON GOVERNMENT FINANCE
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
INDEXED: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: also in hardcopy, (HJ 259.2.T38 1988)
NOTE: continues FACTS AND FIGURES ON WAR FINANCE, 1942 (2nd ed)
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

FBI UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS FOR THE UNITED STATES
HOLDINGS: 1930-1986
LOCATION: 1626-267 - FICHE
CABINET: #44
NOTE: part of LAW BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR LIBRARIES. JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, entry #267
NOTE: also in hardcopy, HV6787.A3 (1980-current)

FCC see also FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION

FCC RECORD
HOLDINGS: v.3, no.10 (May 1988)- v.8, no. 18 (Sept. 1993)
LOCATION: CC 1.12/3:
CABINET: #19.5
NOTE: continues FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION REPORTS
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1986)-current [KF2763.3.A23]
NOTE: continued by HEIN v. 14, no.5 (1999)- current

FCC REPORTS
see FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION REPORTS

FEDERAL AGENCY PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: vary, (see individual agency)
LOCATION: by SuDoc number
CABINET: #19.6

FEDERAL BAR NEWS (FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title FEDERAL BAR NEWS AND JOURNAL

FEDERAL BAR NEWS AND JOURNAL (FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.28, no.9 (Sept. 1981)- v.34 (1987)
NOTE: continued by FEDERAL LAWYER, v. 42 (1995)- current

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
see FBI UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS
FEDERAL CASES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1789)- v.30 (1880)
LOCATION: 0428-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: v.31 is an INDEX-DIGEST to the set
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF105.F42]
NOTE: continued by FEDERAL REPORTER and FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1937)- v.25 (1972/73)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: publication suspended between Dec. 1945- Feb. 1948
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1937)- v.29 (1976)
NOTE: ceased publication with v.29 (1976)

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
see also FCC RECORD

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS (1ST SERIES)
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1934/35)- v.45 (1964/65)
LOCATION: 0430-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1-104 [KF2763.3.A23]
NOTE: full title: FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS: DECISIONS, REPORTS, AND ORDERS OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION OF THE UNITED STATES
NOTE: continued by FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION REPORTS, 2ND SERIES

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS (2ND SERIES)
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1965)- v.57 (1976)
LOCATION: 0431-FICHE
CABINET: #02
INDEXED: covers v.41-60
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF2763.3.A23]
NOTE: full title: FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION REPORTS: DECISIONS, REPORTS, AND ORDERS OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION OF THE UNITED STATES (2ND SERIES)
NOTE: continues FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION REPORTS (FIRST SERIES)
NOTE: continued by FCC RECORD, CC 1.12/3: (on microfiche), and KF 2763.3A23 (in paper)
FEDERAL FISCAL ISSUES
HOLDINGS: 1961 edition
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
INDEXED: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

FEDERAL FISCAL ISSUES
HOLDINGS: 1964 edition
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
INDEXED: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

THE FEDERAL LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.42, no.1 (Jan. 1995)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues FEDERAL BAR NEWS AND JOURNAL,
      v.28, no.9 (1981)- v.41 (1994)

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION, DECISIONS OF THE...
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1919/38)- v.18 (1975)
LOCATION: 0433-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF2606.A553], v.1 (1919/38)-current

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1931)- v.46 (1971)
LOCATION: 0830-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: the Commission ceased to exist in 1977 and most of its functions
       were transferred to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
NOTE: see Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Reporter: Opinions,
      INDEXED: includes Cumulative Index-Digest, 1931-1957 on Fiche

FEDERAL PROBATION
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1937)- v.37 (1973)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.38 (1974)-current

FEDERAL REGISTER
LOCATION: 0160-FILM
CABINET: #26
NOTE: v.46-current, see FEDERAL REGISTER - FICHE
FEDERAL REGISTER
HOLDINGS: v.46 (1981)- current
LOCATION: 1200-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: v.1-45, see PRECEDING ENTRY FEDERAL REGISTER – FILM

FEDERAL REPORTER
see also HEIN'S EARLY FEDERAL LAWS

FEDERAL REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (Mar. 1880)- v.300 (Nov. 1924)
LOCATION: ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

FEDERAL REPORTER, 2ND SERIES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1924)- v.450 (1971)
LOCATION: ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1932)- v.600 (1985)
LOCATION: ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

FEDERAL TAX POLICY MEMO
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

FEDERAL TAX PROGRAM EVALUATOR
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: full title: FEDERAL TAX PROGRAM EVALUATOR: ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED FEDERAL TAX LEGISLATION AND MAJOR PROGRAMS AFFECTING THE CAPITAL FORMATION SECTOR
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1915)- v.90 (1977)
LOCATION: 0435-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy, [KF1611.A21.U55], v.1 (1915)-current

FISCAL FACTS
HOLDINGS: 1952-1959
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication
FISCAL POLICY FORUM
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues TAX REVIEW, v.1 (1940)- v.46 (1985)

NOTE: volume 4 is on microfiche, including the Supreme Court records and Briefs of eight cases dealing with the American flag

FLORIDA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.23 (1886)- v.160 (1948)
LOCATION: 0061- FILM
CABINET: #21

THE FLORIDA BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.59, no.1 (Jan. 1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS- FICHE
CABINET: #48

FLORIDA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0709- FICHE
CABINET: #12

FLORIDA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110- FICHE
CABINET: #14

FLORIDA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1838/39-1988
LOCATION: 0010- FICHE
CABINET: #01

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1922/23)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS- FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.40 (1972/73)- current

THE GAVEL (STATE BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTH DAKOTA)
HOLDINGS: v.35 (Dec. 87/Jan. 88)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS- FICHE
CABINET: #48

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
see also  COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE. (GAO) REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: GA 1.13; GA 1.15; GA 1.16
CABINET: #19.7-20.9
INDEXED: Reports and Testimony in DOCS COLLECTION at GA1.13/3:
NOTE: from Jan. 1994 also available on WESTLAW (GAO-RPTS)

GENERAL LAWS AND OTHER GENERAL STATUTES OF THE STATE
OF NEW YORK
HOLDINGS: 1901
LOCATION: 1106R-FICHE
CABINET: 13

GENERAL LAWS AND REVISED STATUTES OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, NEW
REVISION (SECOND EDITION)
HOLDINGS: 1901
LOCATION: 1106Q-FICHE
CABINET: 13

GEORGIA BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1995)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues GEORGIA STATE BAR JOURNAL, v.24 (1987)-
v.31, no.3 (Spring 1995)

GEORGIA SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0710-FICHE
CABINET: #12

GEORGIA, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: includes Tables and Index dating back to 1971, as well as to current

GEORGIA STATE BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.24, no.1 (1987)- v.31, no.3 (Spring 1995)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication with v.31, no.3; continued by GEORGIA BAR
JOURNAL, v.1, no.1 (1995)- current

GEORGIA, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1785-1988
LOCATION: 0009-FICHE
CABINET: #01
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
see UNITED STATES FEDERAL AGENCY PUBLICATIONS in cabinet #19.6

GOVERNMENT FINANCE BRIEFS
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

THE GROTIIUS COLLECTION
HOLDINGS: 204 titles
LOCATION: 550-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately

HAGUE COURTS
see INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
see PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE (LEAGUE OF NATIONS)

HARVARD LAW REVIEW
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1887/88)- current
NOTE: v.110 (1996/97) – current, see HARVARD LAW REVIEW –FICHE

HARVARD LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.110 (1996/97) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1887/88)- current
NOTE: v.1 (1887/88) - v.109 (1995/96), see HARVARD LAW REVIEW –FILM

HAWAII BAR JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication with v.23, no.1 (1991), replaced by
HAWAII BAR NEWS (Jan. 1992- Apr. 1992); title changed back
to HAWAII BAR JOURNAL with May 1992 issue
NOTE: volume numbering stops between 1992 and 1997, and resumes with May 1997 as
v.1, no.5

HAWAII BAR NEWS
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues HAWAII BAR JOURNAL; title changed back to
HAWAII BAR JOURNAL with May 1992 issue
NOTE: filed chronologically with HAWAII BAR JOURNAL.
HAWAII. HOUSE JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: 1901-1976
LOCATION: 0438-FICHE
CABINET: #02

HAWAII. SENATE JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: 1902-1976
LOCATION: 0439-FICHE
CABINET: #02

HAWAII. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1848-1981
LOCATION: 0711-FICHE
CABINET: #12

HAWAII. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1904-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

HAWAII. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1950-1988
LOCATION: 0011-FICHE
CABINET: #01

HAWAII. LAWS, ETC.
HOLDINGS: 1827-1968
LOCATION: 0441-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy, [KFH30.1968.A22]

HAWAIIAN REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1847)- v.57 (1977)
LOCATION: 0443-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KFH45.A2]

HAWAIIAN U.S. DISTRICT COURT REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1900)- v.4 (1916)
LOCATION: 0442-FICHE
CABINET: #02

HEARINGS see UNITED STATES. CONGRESS...

HEIN'S EARLY FEDERAL LAWS
HOLDINGS: 31 titles
LOCATION: 0852-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
THE HENNEPIN LAWYER (HENNEPIN COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION, MINNESOTA)
   HOLDINGS: v.54 (1984/85)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48

HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT (HMDA) DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS
   HOLDINGS: 1990/91- current
   LOCATION: 1520-FICHE [FR1.63/32]
   CABINET: #41.9
   NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately
   NOTE: HMDA statements for New York State and U.S. summary

HOUSE BILLS & RESOLUTIONS
   see UNITED STATES CONGRESS. HOUSE & SENATE BILLS AND AND RESOLUTIONS

ICC see INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

ICI see INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

IDAHO. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.2- v.65
   LOCATION: FILM
   CABINET: #21

IDAHO. SESSION LAWS
   HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
   LOCATION: 0712-FICHE
   CABINET: #12

IDAHO. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1979-current
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14

IDAHO. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1889-1987
   LOCATION: 0012-FICHE
   CABINET: #01

ILLINOIS
   see also CBA RECORD
   see also CHICAGO BAR RECORD
   see also CHICAGO DAILY LAW BULLETIN

ILLINOIS. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.113- v.390
   LOCATION: FILM
   CABINET: #21
ILLINOIS BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.73 (1984/85)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

ILLINOIS, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1980
LOCATION: 0713-FICHE
CABINET: #12

ILLINOIS, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

ILLINOIS, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1818-1988
LOCATION: 0013-FICHE
CABINET: #01

IMF  see INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

IMMIGRATION: SPECIAL STUDIES
HOLDINGS: 1969-1982
LOCATION: 0190-FILM
CABINET: #25

IMMIGRATION: SPECIAL STUDIES
HOLDINGS: 1982-1985
LOCATION: 0190-FILM
CABINET: #25

IMMIGRATION: SPECIAL STUDIES, SUPPLEMENT
HOLDINGS: 1985-1988
LOCATION: 0190-FILM
CABINET: #25

INDIANA
see also RES GESTAE (INDIANA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)

INDIANA, AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.102- v.190
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #21
INDIANA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1982
LOCATION: 0714-FICHE
CABINET: #12

INDIANA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

INDIANA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1816-1988
LOCATION: 0014-FICHE
CABINET: #01

INTER ALIA. JOURNAL OF THE STATE BAR OF NEVADA
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: titled ceased with v.57, no.4 (1993); continued by NEVADA LAWYER v.1 (1993)- current

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. DECISIONS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1881)- v.82 (1975)
LOCATION: 0445-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1881)- current at KF5501.A55
NOTE: includes index-digest
NOTE: full title: DECISIONS OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

INTERMEDIA
HOLDINGS: v.6, no.1 (Feb. 1978)- v.10, no.6 (Nov 1982)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.10, no.3 (1982)-current
NOTE: an International Institute of Communications (London) publication

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
HOLDINGS: no.1 (1955)- no.586 (1973)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #27
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL AWARDS, REPORTS OF... = RECUEIL DES SENTENCES ARBITRALES (UNITED NATIONS)
LOCATION: 0052-FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: no hardcopy at NYLS; CURRENT ISSUES at JILP/CUNY
NOTE: each volume is indexed; a headnote system is used
NOTE: for earlier cases and awards see The Hague Court Reports: Comprising the awards, accompanied by syllabi, the Agreements for arbitration, and other documents in each Case submitted to the Permanent Court of Arbitration and To the commissions of inquiry under the provisions of the Conventions of 1889 and 1907, for the pacific settlement of International disputes [JX1991.A22]

INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION
see INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAWYER
see INTERNATIONAL LEGAL PRACTITIONER

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAWYER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication in microform with v.17 (1989)
NOTE: CURRENT HOLDINGS at JILP/BROOKLYN
NOTE: a publication of the International Bar Association, Section on Business Law

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
see also INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL AWARDS, REPORTS OF...
see also PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE, PLEADINGS
HOLDINGS: 1948-1962
LOCATION: 0055-FICHE
CABINET: #01

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE REPORTS OF JUDGEMENTS. ADVISORY OPINIONS AND ORDERS = RECUEIL DES ARRETS. AVIS CONSULTATIFS ET ORDONNANCES
HOLDINGS: 1947/48-1975
LOCATION: 0053-FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: also in hardcopy, 1947-current [JX1971.6/A244]
NOTE: see also selected cases in UNITED NATIONS, HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTS 1991-current

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE, YEARBOOK
HOLDINGS: 1946/47-1973/74
LOCATION: 0054-FICHE
CABINET: #01
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF COMMUNICATIONS
see INTERMEDIA

INTERNATIONAL LAW
HOLDINGS: 664 titles
LOCATION: 553-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: individual titles cataloged separately

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL MATERIALS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1962)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1962)-current
NOTE: microfiche is published one year later than hardcopy

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL PRACTITIONER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication in microfilm with v.14 (1989)
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1976)-current
NOTE: a publication of the International Bar Association, Section on General Practice

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1946-current
LOCATION: 540-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: collection includes all major publications of the IMF
NOTE: filed in alphabetical order by title
NOTE: for individual titles see Guide to IMF Publications in MICROFORMS ROOM

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF BARRISTERS, QUARTERLY
HOLDINGS: v.20 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION REPORTS. MOTOR CARRIER CASES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1936/37)- v.124 (1974/76)
LOCATION: 0447-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF2250.U53]

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION REPORTS, 1ST SERIES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1887/88)- v.351 (1974/76)
LOCATION: 0448-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1887/88)- v.367 (1979/84);
NOTE: full title: REPORTS AND DECISIONS OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION OF THE UNITED STATES
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION. VALUATION REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v. 22 (1929) - v. 57 (1960/64)
LOCATION: 0449-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: full title: INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION REPORTS. VALUATION REPORTS: DECISIONS OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION OF THE UNITED STATES

IOWA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.51 - v.190
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #21

THE IOWA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.50, no.8 (Aug.1990) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues THE NEWS BULLETIN (IOWA), v.40 (1980) - v.50, no.7 (July 1990)

IOWA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0715-FICHE
CABINET: #12

IOWA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979 - current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

IOWA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1844-1988
LOCATION: 0015-FICHE
CABINET: #01

JOURNAL (NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)
see NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL

JOURNAL OF JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURTS
HOLDINGS: v.29, no.1 (Feb. 1978)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continues JUVENILE JUSTICE, v.23 (1972) - v.28 (1977)
NOTE: continued by JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JOURNAL with v.29, no.2 (May 1978) - current
NOTE: microfilm is labeled and arranged under title JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JOURNAL
JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT
HOLDINGS: v.60 (1987)- v.65, no.2 (1992)
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues STATE GOVERNMENT v.1 (1926)- v.59 (1986)
NOTE: continued by SPECTRUM v.65, no.3 (1992)- current
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication

JOURNAL OF THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS 1778-1789
HOLDINGS: v.12 (1778)- v.34 (1789)
LOCATION: 1220-FICHE
CABINET: #16
NOTE: continued by ANNALS OF CONGRESS, v.1 (1789)- v.42 (1824)

JOURNAL OF THE EXECUTIVE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SENATE OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1828)- v.118 (1976) and 1980-current
LOCATION: 0518-FICHE and Y1.3/4:
CABINET: #10 (1828-1976) and #33 (1980-current)

THE JOURNAL OF THE KANSAS BAR ASSOCIATION
HOLDINGS: v.49, no.1 (1980)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

THE JOURNAL OF THE LAW SOCIETY OF N.S.W. (NEW SOUTH WALES,
AUSTRALIA)
see LAW SOCIETY JOURNAL

JOURNAL OF THE MISSOURI BAR
HOLDINGS: v.41 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
see also RECORDS OF THE U.S. JUDICIAL CONFERENCE, COMMITTEES
ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES
see also UNITED STATES COURTS: SELECTED REPORTS
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES. PROCEEDINGS (AND) ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE...
HOLDINGS: 1940-1996, updated periodically
LOCATION: 1626-266 - FICHE
CABINET: #42.3-42.4
NOTE: part of LAW BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR LIBRARIES. JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, entry #266
NOTE: fiche set includes index from 1922-1956
NOTE: also in hardcopy, 1979-1990 [JU10.1/2] in the DOCS COLLECTION;
NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES COURTS: SELECTED REPORTS, on Microfiche 1993-current [JU10.1/2]
NOTE: full title: REPORTS OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.29 (1978)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continues JOURNAL OF JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURTS, v.29, no.1 (Feb 1978)
NOTE: microfilm box is labeled and arranged under title JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JOURNAL

JUVENILE COURT JUDGES JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1949)- v.23 (1972)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued by JUVENILE JUSTICE v.23 (1972)- v.28 (1977)
NOTE: microfilm box is labeled and arranged under title JUVENILE JUSTICE

JUVENILE JUSTICE
HOLDINGS: v.23 (1972)- v.28 (1977)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continues JUVENILE COURT JUDGES JOURNAL, v.1 (1949)-v.23 (1972)
NOTE: continued by JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JOURNAL, v.29 (1978)- current
NOTE: microfilm box is labeled and arranged under title JUVENILE JUSTICE

KAMINSTEIN LEGISLATIVE HISTORY PROJECT. (MATERIALS LEADING TO THE COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1976)
HOLDINGS: legislative history documents 1960-1976
LOCATION: 1121-FICHE
CABINET: #39
NOTE: GUIDE #1121 in MICROFORMS ROOM
INDEXED: The Kaminstein Legislative History Project: A Compendium And Analytical Index of Materials Leading to the Copyright Act Of 1976 [KF2989.56.A16]; [K35] at DOCS REFERENCE

KANSAS
see also JOURNAL OF THE KANSAS BAR ASSOCIATION
KANSAS. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
  HOLDINGS: v.30- v.215
  LOCATION: FILM
  CABINET: #21

KANSAS. SESSION LAWS
  HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
  LOCATION: 0716-FICHE
  CABINET: #12

KANSAS. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
  HOLDINGS: 1979-current
  LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
  CABINET: #14

KANSAS. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
  HOLDINGS: 1855-1988
  LOCATION: 0016-FICHE
  CABINET: #01

KARL LLEWELLYN PAPERS (SECTION J OF THE KARL LLEWELLYN PAPERS ON UCC)
  HOLDINGS: 1937-1962
  LOCATION: 0138-FILM
  CABINET: #25
  NOTE: see GUIDE #138 in MICROFORMS ROOM
  NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF213.L54.T85]

KENTUCKY. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
  HOLDINGS: v.81 (1886) - v.314 (1948)
  LOCATION: 0062-FILM
  CABINET: #21

KENTUCKY BENCH AND BAR
  HOLDINGS: v.49 (1985)- current
  LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
  CABINET: #48

KENTUCKY. SESSION LAWS
  HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
  LOCATION: 0717-FICHE
  CABINET: #12

KENTUCKY. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
  HOLDINGS: 1968-current
  LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
  CABINET: #14
KENTUCKY. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1792-1988
LOCATION: 0017-FICHE
CABINET: #01

LAW BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR LIBRARIES
HOLDINGS: series, currently updated
LOCATION: 1600-FICHE
CABINET: #42.1-42.5
NOTE: for actual holdings see GUIDE #1600 in MICROFORMS ROOM and at REFERENCE DESK
NOTE: arranged by subject and within that by author/title
NOTE: individual titles cataloged separately
NOTE: see also Law Books Recommended for Libraries [REF KF1.R425] And Recommended Publications for Legal Research [REF KF1.R43], including the abstracts of materials planned to be included in the series when complete

LAW INSTITUTE JOURNAL (LAW INSTITUTE OF VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA)
HOLDINGS: v.54 (1980)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

LAW OF THE SEA INSTITUTE
see also UNITED NATIONS. HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTS

LAW OF THE SEA INSTITUTE. PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1969-1977
LOCATION: 0455-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: individual titles cataloged separately
NOTE: see also UNITED NATIONS. HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTS (1991-Current), includes selected documents in conjunction with the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea

LAW SCHOOL CATALOGS
HOLDINGS: ALBANY-YESHIVA (holdings vary, most from early to mid 1990s)
LOCATION: 0490(B)-FICHE
CABINET: #09
NOTE: see GUIDE #490 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: includes two subsets: (1) general law school catalogs, bulletins, information on admissions; (2) taxation and other miscellaneous bulletins
NOTE: arranged alphabetically by name of the school and chronologically within
NOTE: See also Hein’s Law School Catalogs On CD-ROM
LAW SOCIETY JOURNAL (AUSTRALIA)
HOLDINGS: v.32 (1994)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: alternate title is THE JOURNAL OF THE LAW SOCIETY OF N.S.W. (NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA)

LAWYERS REPORTS ANNOTATED
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1888)- v.70 (1906)
LOCATION: 0850-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: LAWYERS REPORTS ANNOTATED DIGEST located at end of set
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF132.1888]; digested in Complete Digest of All Lawyers Reports Annotated [KF132.1921]

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
see PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE REPORTS

THE LEGAL AID BRIEF CASE
HOLDINGS: v.9 (Oct. 1950)- v.26 (1968)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continues BRIEF CASE, v.7, no.10 (Dec. 1949)- v.8, no.6 (June 1950)
NOTE: includes index

LEGAL MANAGEMENT (AUSTRALIA)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: full title: LEGAL MANAGEMENT: THE JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF LEGAL ADMINISTRATORS

LEGAL SERVICE BULLETIN (AUSTRALIA)
HOLDINGS: v.16 (1991)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by ALTERNATIVE LAW JOURNAL v.17 (1992)-current
NOTE: includes subject index for v.15 (1990)

LEGAL TIMES
HOLDINGS: v.4, no. 38 (March 1, 1982) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continues LEGAL TIMES OF WASHINGTON
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY

LEGAL TIMES OF WASHINGTON
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued by LEGAL TIMES with v.4, no.38 (Mar. 1, 1982)- current
NOTE: microfilm is labeled and arranged under title LEGAL TIMES
LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES

see also KAMINSTEIN LEGISLATIVE HISTORY PROJECT. MATERIALS LEADING TO THE COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1976

see also entry in the Subject Guide

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF INTERNAL REVENUE ACTS

HOLDINGS: 1909-1950
LOCATION: 1122-MICROCARD
CABINET: #39
NOTE: arranged by year and by public law number
NOTE: legislative history documents for all internal revenue acts passed between 1909 and 1950

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AND SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

HOLDINGS: v.1- v.11
LOCATION: 0104-FILM
CABINET: #39
NOTE: v.1-3: Securities Act of 1933; v.4-11: Securities Exchange Act of 1934

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY SERVICE FOR SELECTED ACTS OF CONGRESS

HOLDINGS: 82nd – 93rd Congress (1951-1974)
LOCATION: 1829-MICROCARD
CABINET: #39
NOTE: arranged by year and public law number
NOTE: see GUIDE #1829 in MICROFORMS ROOM, including indices by Public law number, Statutes at Large citation, bill number, and by popular name
NOTE: legislative history citations for later acts are included in CIS Abstracts/Legislative Histories at DOCS REFERENCE on CD-ROM and LEXIS

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR DEFENSE

HOLDINGS: Aug. 5-6, 1940
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continued by SUGGESTED STATE WAR LEGISLATION (including) SUPPLEMENTS

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH CHECKLIST

HOLDINGS: no. 1 (1947)- no.21 (1979)
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continued by STATE GOVERNMENT RESEARCH CHECKLIST v.22 (1980)-current

LIBRARY BULLETIN

HOLDINGS: Jan. 1956- Mar. 1987
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication
THE LOS ANGELES DAILY JOURNAL (AND THE LOS ANGELES NEWS)
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #28
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY

LOS ANGELES LAWYER (LOS ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION)
HOLDINGS: v.7 (1984/85)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

LOUISIANA BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.35, no.1 (June 1987)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

LOUISIANA, SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0718-FICHE
CABINET: #12

LOUISIANA, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1976-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

LOUISIANA, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1811/12- 1988
LOCATION: 0018-FICHE
CABINET: #01

MAINE
see also BAR BULLETIN

MAINE, AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.78- v.120
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #21

MAINE BAR BULLETIN
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by BAR BULLETIN, v.17, no.1 (Jan. 1985)- v.19, no.6 (Nov. 1985)
MAINE BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1986)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

MAINE. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0719-FICHE
CABINET: #12

MAINE. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1973-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

MAINE. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1819-1988
LOCATION: 0019-FICHE
CABINET: #01

MAJOR STUDIES & ISSUE BRIEFS OF THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE
HOLDINGS: 1991-current
LOCATION: 1510-FICHE
CABINET: #41 (41.8-41.9)
NOTE: arranged by accession numbers provided in the index
NOTE: individual titles cataloged separately
INDEXED: see index-abstract under the same title at [JK1108.M35] at DOCS REFERENCE
NOTE: from Jan. 1992, abstracts are available on WESTLAW (CONGRESR database)

MARTINDALE-HUBBELL DIRECTORIES
HOLDINGS: 1868-1980
LOCATION: 1105-FICHE
CABINET: #13
NOTE: available for New York State only

MARYLAND. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.64- v.140
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #21

THE MARYLAND BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.18 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
MARYLAND. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0720-FICHE
CABINET: #12

MARYLAND. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

MARYLAND. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1774-1988
LOCATION: 0020-FICHE
CABINET: #01

MASSACHUSETTS
see also BOSTON BAR JOURNAL

MASSACHUSETTS. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v. 140- v.366
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #21

MASSACHUSETTS LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.70 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

MASSACHUSETTS. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1980
LOCATION: 0721-FICHE
CABINET: #12

MASSACHUSETTS. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1977-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

MASSACHUSETTS. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1777-1986
LOCATION: 0021-FICHE
CABINET: #01
McKINNEY'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED
HOLDINGS: 1916-current
LOCATION: 1108-FICHE
CABINET: #13
NOTE: includes superseded and current editions, dates vary with each section
NOTE: arranged by book number and by year
NOTE: includes the unconsolidated McKinney’s
NOTE: includes the indexes of the different earlier editions
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT EDITION at KFN5030 1916.A23

MEMORANDUM ON THE ALLOCATION OF THE FEDERAL TAX BURDEN AND
FEDERAL OUTLAYS BY SMSA
HOLDINGS: 1971-1977
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

MEMORANDUM ON ALLOCATIONS OF THE FEDERAL TAX BURDEN AND
FEDERAL GRANTS-IN-AID BY STATE
HOLDINGS: 1961-1987
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

MICHIGAN
see also DETROIT LAWYER

THE MICHIGAN BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.64 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1902)- v.84 (1986)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #28
NOTE: v.85-current see PERIODICALS-FICHE
NOTE: also in hardcopy

MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.85 (1986/87)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: # 48
NOTE: v.1 (1902)- v.84 (1986) see PERIODICALS-FILM
NOTE: also in hardcopy

MICHIGAN REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1843)- v.401 (1977)
LOCATION: 0466-FICHE
CABINET: #02
MICHIGAN. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1821-1981
LOCATION: 0722-FICHE
CABINET: #12

MICHIGAN. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1838-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

MICHIGAN. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1835-1988
LOCATION: 0022-FICHE
CABINET: #01

THE MILWAUKEE LAWYER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: ceased publication with v.13, no.1 (1992)

MINNESOTA
see also BENCH AND BAR OF MINNESOTA
see also HENNEPIN LAWYER

MINNESOTA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.26- v.310
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #21

MINNESOTA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1982
LOCATION: 0723-FICHE
CABINET: #12

MINNESOTA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1968-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

MINNESOTA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1857-1988
LOCATION: 0023-FICHE
CABINET: #01
MISSISSIPPI. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.64- v.251
   LOCATION: FILM
   CABINET: #21

THE MISSISSIPPI LAWYER
   HOLDINGS: v.31 (1984/85)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #20

MISSISSIPPI. SESSION LAWS
   LOCATION: 0724-FICHE
   CABINET: #12

MISSISSIPPI. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1987-current
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14

MISSISSIPPI. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1817-1988
   LOCATION: 0024-FICHE
   CABINET: #01

MISSOURI
   see also JOURNAL OF THE MISSOURI BAR
   see also ST. LOUIS BAR JOURNAL

MISSOURI. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.89- v.365
   LOCATION: FILM
   CABINET: #21- #22

MISSOURI. SESSION LAWS
   LOCATION: 0725-FICHE
   CABINET: #12

MISSOURI. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1976-current
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14
MISSOURI. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1820-1988
LOCATION: 0025-FICHE
CABINET: #01

MONTANA CODE ANNOTATED
HOLDINGS: 1983-1985
LOCATION: 1119-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: filed with MONTANA. SESSION LAWS (1970-1981) at 0726-FICHE

THE MONTANA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.10 (1984/85)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

MONTANA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0726-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: filed with MONTANA CODE ANNOTATED (1983-1985)

MONTANA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1977-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

MONTANA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1884-1988
LOCATION: 0026-FICHE
CABINET: #01

MONTHLY TAX FEATURES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1957)- v.31 (1987)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORM ROOM

N.A.L.A.O. BRIEFCASE
HOLDINGS: v.1 (Nov. 1942)- v.7, no.9 (1949)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-MICROFILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued by BRIEFCASE, v.7, no.10 (Dec 1949)- v.8, no.6 (June 1950)
NOTE: includes index
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title LEGAL AID BRIEF CASE
THE NASSAU LAWYER (BAR ASSOCIATION OF NASSAU COUNTY, NEW YORK)
HOLDINGS: v.28 (Oct. 1980)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION MAGAZINE
see NBA MAGAZINE

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS.
ARCHIVE PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1891-current
LOCATION: 1117-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: see GUIDE #1117 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: arranged by subject
NOTE: includes earlier versions of uniform state laws and some model acts

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS.
HANDBOOK OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS...
HOLDINGS: 1st Conference (1891) - 98th Conference (1989)
LOCATION: 1117-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: see GUIDE #1117 in MICROFORMS ROOM

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE MEETING
HOLDINGS: 1st Conference (1891) - 98th Conference (1989)
LOCATION: 1117-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: see GUIDE #1117 in MICROFORMS ROOM

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
see CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
see also NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION
see also NATIONAL PROBATION AND PAROLE ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL DISTRICT ATTORNEYS' ASSOCIATION
see ECONOMIC CRIME DIGEST
see ECONOMIC CRIME PROJECT NEWSLETTER

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
see NLRB DECISIONS AND ORDERS

THE NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1978/79)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY

NATIONAL PROBATION AND PAROLE ASSOCIATION
see N.P.P.A. JOURNAL
see also NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION
see also CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
see also NATIONAL PROBATION AND PAROLE ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION. PROCEEDINGS
HOLDINGS: 1919-1946
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: labeled and arranged under title CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
NOTE: continued by NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION. YEARBOOK (1947-1953)
NOTE: full title: ANNUAL REPORT AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE ... ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION. YEARBOOK
HOLDINGS: 1947-1953
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: labeled and arranged under title CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
NOTE: continues NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION. PROCEEDINGS (1919-1946)
NOTE: full title: YEARBOOK: A RECORD OF THE ... ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION

NAVAL LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.41 (1993)- current
LOCATION: D205.7:
CABINET: #18

NBA MAGAZINE
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: alternate title NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION MAGAZINE

NEBRASKA
see also NSBA NEWS (NEBRASKA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)
see also STATE BAR NEWS

THE NEBRASKA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: Apr. 1997- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues STATE BAR NEWS (NEBRASKA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)

NEBRASKA, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0727-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NEBRASKA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1977-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

NEBRASKA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1866-1988
LOCATION: 0027-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NEVADA
see also INTER ALIA. JOURNAL OF THE STATE BAR OF NEVADA

NEVADA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.17 (1882)- v.90 (1974)
LOCATION: 0063-FILM
CABINET: #22

NEVADA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.1, no.1 (1993)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

NEVADA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0728-FICHE
CABINET: #12

NEVADA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1978-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

NEVADA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1864-1988
LOCATION: 0028-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.26 (1984/85)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICAL-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NEW HAMPSHIRE BAR NEWS
HOLDINGS: v.7, no.1 (June 5, 1996)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

NEW HAMPSHIRE. SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0729-FICHE
CABINET: #12

NEW HAMPSHIRE. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: NONE
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

NEW HAMPSHIRE. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1775-1988
LOCATION: 0031-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NEW JERSEY LAWYER
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

NEW JERSEY. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1979
LOCATION: 0730-FICHE
CABINET: #12

NEW JERSEY. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1978-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

NEW JERSEY. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1776-1988
LOCATION: 0034-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NEW JERSEY STATUTES ANNOTATED
HOLDINGS: 1939-current
LOCATION: 1102-FICHE
CABINET: #13
NOTE: includes superseded volumes and pocket parts
NOTE: includes the indexes of the different earlier editions
NOTE: see also hardcopy, CURRENT EDITION, [KFN1830 1937 .A23]
NEW MEXICO
    see also BAR BULLETIN
    see also BAR JOURNAL

NEW MEXICO'S BAR BULLETIN
    HOLDINGS: v.26, no.11 (Mar. 12, 1987)- v.29, no.52 (Dec. 27, 1990)
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: continued by BAR BULLETIN, v.30, no.1 (Jan. 1991)- current
    NOTE: continues NEW MEXICO NEWS AND VIEWS, v.24 (1985)- v.26, no.10
        (Mar. 5, 1987)
    NOTE: alt title BAR BULLETIN AND ADVANCE OPINIONS...

NEW MEXICO'S BAR JOURNAL
    HOLDINGS: Jan/Feb 1997- current
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: title varies: BAR JOURNAL/STATE BAR OF NEW MEXICO: NEW MEXICO BAR JOURNAL.

NEW MEXICO NEWS AND VIEWS
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: continued by NEW MEXICO'S BAR BULLETIN

NEW MEXICO, SESSION LAWS
    HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
    LOCATION: 0731-FICHE
    CABINET: #12

NEW MEXICO, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
    HOLDINGS: 1987-current
    LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
    CABINET: #14
    NOTE: cumulative index available for 1955-1978

NEW MEXICO, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
    HOLDINGS: 1849-1988
    LOCATION: 0033-FICHE
    CABINET: #01

NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS RECORDS AND BRIEFS
    see NEW YORK STATE, COURT OF APPEALS RECORDS AND BRIEFS
NEW YORK LAW FORUM
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1955)- v.21 (1975/76)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #43
NOTE: continues STUDENT LAW REVIEW
NOTE: continued by NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL LAW REVIEW, v. 22-current
NOTE: labeled and arranged under title NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL LAW REVIEW
NOTE: also in hardcopy

NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: Mar. 26, 1888-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #43
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY

NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL COURSE EVALUATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1991-current
LOCATION: 0493-FICHE
CABINET: #02

NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.1- v.29 (1985)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #43
NOTE: continues NEW YORK LAW FORUM, v.1 (1955)- v.21 (175/76)
NOTE: v.30 (1985)-current, see NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL LAW REVIEW - FICHE
NOTE: also in hardcopy

NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.30 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: v.1 (1955)-v.29 (1985), see NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL LAW REVIEW -FILM
NOTE: also in hardcopy

NEW YORK, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1691-1992
LOCATION: 0732-FICHE
CABINET: #12

NEW YORK STATE
see also BROOKLYN BARRISTER
see also HOME MORTGAGE DISCLOSURE ACT: DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS
see also MCKINNEY'S CONSOLIDATED LAWS OF NEW YORK ANNOTATED
see also NASSAU LAWYER
see also OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
see also RECORD OF THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

NEW YORK STATE SENATE AND ASSEMBLY DOCUMENTS
see NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENTS
NEW YORK STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1777–1978
LOCATION: 195-FILM
CABINET: #25, 14
NOTE: 1979 – current, see NEW YORK STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS - FICHE

NEW YORK STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: 1777 – 1978, see NEW YORK STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS - FILM

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.72 (2000) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy

NEW YORK STATE BAR JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.33 (1961)- v.56 (1984); v.63 (1991)-current
NOTE: continued by NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL, v.72 (2000) – current

NEW YORK STATE COLONIAL SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1st Assembly, 1st Session (1691/92)- 29th Assembly, 7th Session (1775)
LOCATION: 0732-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: continued by NEW YORK STATE SESSION LAWS (1777-current)

NEW YORK STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1775-1987
LOCATION: 0029-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS RECORDS AND BRIEFS
HOLDINGS: 1 NY 2nd – 84 NY 2nd
LOCATION: 0135-FILM
CABINET: #24- #25
NOTE: arranged by NY 2nd citations
NOTE: v.85 NY2d- current, see NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS RECORDS AND BRIEFS- FICHE
NEW YORK STATE. COURT OF APPEALS RECORDS AND BRIEFS
HOLDINGS: 85 NY 2nd - current
LOCATION: 1135-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: arranged by NY 2nd citations
NOTE: v.1-84 NY2d, see NEW YORK STATE. COURT OF APPEALS
RECORDS AND BRIEFS-FILM

NEW YORK STATE DOCUMENTS
see NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENTS
see OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENTS
LOCATION: 129-130- FILM
CABINET: #23
NOTE: arranged by session number and by New York Senate and New York
Assembly documents within
INDEXED: in Annotated List and Indexes of the New York State
at DOCS REFERENCE

THE NEW YORK STATE REGISTER
see REGISTER. NEW YORK STATE

NEW YORK STATE REPORTERS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1886)- v.50 (1893)
LOCATION: 0800- FICHE
CABINET: #21/22

NEW YORK STATE. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1st Legislative Session (1777)- current
LOCATION: 0732-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: arrives with two year time lag
NOTE: continues NEW YORK STATE COLONIAL LAWS (1691/92-1775)

NEW YORK SUPPLEMENT
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1888)- v.300 (1938)
LOCATION: ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

NEW YORK SUPPLEMENT, 2ND SERIES
LOCATION: ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41

THE NEW YORK TIMES
HOLDINGS: 1960-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #44 - #45

56
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1924)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.2 (1925)- current
NOTE: v.1-24 labeled with title: NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW
NOTE: vol. 1 includes the ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE LAW SCHOOL OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW QUARTERLY REVIEW
see NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW

NEWS AND VIEWS (STATE BAR OF NEW MEXICO)
see NEW MEXICO NEWS AND VIEWS

THE NEWS BULLETIN (IOWA)
HOLDINGS: v.40 (1980)- v.50, no.7 (July 1990)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by THE IOWA LAWYER, v.50, no.8 (Aug. 1990)-current

NEWSLETTER (SOUTH DAKOTA STATE BAR)
see SOUTH DAKOTA STATE BAR NEWSLETTER

NLRB DECISIONS AND ORDERS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1935)- v.227 (1977)
LOCATION: 0470-FICHE
CABINET: #02

NORTH CAROLINA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.96- v.286
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #22

NORTH CAROLINA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0733-FICHE
CABINET: #12

NORTH CAROLINA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14
THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1, no.1 (Fall 1996)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR QUARTERLY and THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR NEWSLETTER

THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR NEWSLETTER
HOLDINGS: v.13 (1988)- v.21, no.2 (Spring 1996)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: merged with THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR QUARTERLY to form THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR JOURNAL

THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR QUARTERLY
HOLDINGS: v.27 (Apr. 1980)- v.43, no.2 (Spring 1996)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: merged with THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR NEWSLETTER to form THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE BAR JOURNAL

NORTH CAROLINA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1775-1987
LOCATION: 0030-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NORTH DAKOTA
see also GAVEL (STATE BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTH DAKOTA)

NORTH DAKOTA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0734-FICHE
CABINET: #12

NORTH DAKOTA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

NORTH DAKOTA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1873-1987
LOCATION: 0031-FICHE
CABINET: #01

NORTH EASTERN REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1885)- v.200 (1936)
LOCATION: 0007-ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy
NORTH WESTERN REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1879)- v.300 (1942)
LOCATION: 0004-ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

N.P.P.A. JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (July 1955)- v.7 (1961)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #27
NOTE: continued by CRIME AND DELINQUENCY, v.8 (1962)-v.20 (1974) on MICROFILM and in hardcopy
NOTE: a publication of the National Probation and Parole Association
NOTE: labeled and arranged under title CRIME AND DELINQUENCY

N.S.B.A. NEWS (NEBRASKA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)
HOLDINGS: v.80 (1980)- v.94 (1994)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #20
NOTE: continued by STATE BAR NEWS, v.95, no.1 (1995)-current

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REVIEW COMMISSION
see UNITED STATES OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REVIEW COMMISSION, DECISIONS

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (“L” AND “C” SERIES)
HOLDINGS: 1973-current
LOCATION: 0562-FICHE
CABINET: #11
NOTE: also in HARDCOPY at KFE908, 1993-1995 and current issues
NOTE: includes index (also available in hardcopy at DOCS REFERENCE at KJE908)

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
LOCATION: 0108- FILM
CABINET: #23
NOTE: continued on microfiche

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
HOLDINGS: 1983-1986
LOCATION: 1120-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: see also FILM #108-110 (1977-1983)
NOTE: arranged by checklist number, see index
INDEXED: J87.N7.C3 in DOCS REFERENCE

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, BILLS
HOLDINGS: 1975-1976
LOCATION: 0109-FILM
CABINET: #23
NOTE: from 1977 incorporated into OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (see on film and fiche)
OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK. PERIODICALS
HOLDINGS: 1976-1980
LOCATION: 110-FILM
CABINET: #23
NOTE: from 1981 incorporated into OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (see on film and fiche)

OHIO. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.44 (1886)- v.177 (1964)
LOCATION: 0064-FILM
CABINET: #22

OHIO LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.3 (Jan/Feb. 1989)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

OHIO. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1978
LOCATION: 0735-FICHE
CABINET: #12

OHIO. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1973-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT
HOLDINGS: v.58 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS- FICHE
CABINET: #48

OHIO. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1802-1987
LOCATION: 0035-FICHE
CABINET: #01

THE OKLAHOMA BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.56 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

OKLAHOMA. SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0736-FICHE
CABINET: #12

OKLAHOMA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14
OKLAHOMA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1906-1988
LOCATION: 0036-FICHE
CABINET: #01

THE OLIVART COLLECTION #553
CABINET: #10

OPINIONS AND REPORTS
see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC), ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
see UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, OPINIONS

OPINIONS OF THE OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL
see UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, OPINIONS OF THE OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL...

OREGON. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0737-FICHE
CABINET: #12

OREGON. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1978-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

OREGON STATE BAR BULLETIN
HOLDINGS: v.45 (1984)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

OREGON, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1857-1988
LOCATION: 0037-FICHE
CABINET: #01

PACIFIC REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1883)- v.300 (1931)
LOCATION: ULTRAFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

PENNSYLVANIA
see also PHILADELPHIA LAWYER
see also SHINGLE

PENNSYLVANIA BAR ASSOCIATION QUARTERLY
HOLDINGS: v.56 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
THE PENNSYLVANIA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.7 (1985)-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

PENNSYLVANIA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1980
LOCATION: 0738-FICHE
CABINET: #12

PENNSYLVANIA SIDE REPORTS
HOLDINGS: (various volumes per county)
LOCATION: 1175-FICHE
CABINET: #15

PENNSYLVANIA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1978-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

PENNSYLVANIA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1776-1988
LOCATION: 0038-FICHE
CABINET: #01

PERFORMING ARTS REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.6 (1975/76)- v.11 (1981)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by THE JOURNAL OF ARTS MANAGEMENT AND LAW
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v. 1-11

PERMANENT COURT OF ARBITRATION (LEAGUE OF NATIONS)
see INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL AWARDS. REPORTS OF...

PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE (LEAGUE OF NATIONS)
see also INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (UNITED NATIONS)
PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE (LEAGUE OF NATIONS) REPORTS, (HAGUE)
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1923)- v.16 (1945)
LOCATION: 0145-FILM
CABINET: #25
NOTE: see GUIDE #145 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: reports of judgements, advisory opinions and orders
NOTE: see also in hardcopy The Case Law of the International Court; A Repertoire of the Judgements, Advisory Opinions and Orders the Permanent Court of International Justice at JX1971.5.A615; Precis de la jurisprudence de la Cour internationale= Digest of The Decisions of the International Court (v.1 Permanent Court of International Justice; v.2. Court of International Justice) at JX1971.5.H33.1974; World Court Reports: A Collection of the Judgements, Orders, and Opinions of the Permanent Court of International Justice, 1922-1942 at JX1971.5.W6

THE PHILADELPHIA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.55 (1992)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues SHINGLE v.48 (1985)- v.54 (1991)

PIKE & FISCHER, RADIO REGULATIONS, (1ST SERIES)
HOLDINGS: 1947-1963
LOCATION: 0115-FILM
CABINET: #23
NOTE: continued in hardcopy at KF2810.A6.P53 (2nd Series)

PLEADINGS, ORAL ARGUMENTS, DOCUMENTS = MEMOIRE, PLAIDOIRES ET DOCUMENTS
see INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE. PLEADINGS

POLITICAL HANDBOOK AND ATLAS OF THE WORLD
HOLDINGS: 1963-1970
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: continues POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD (1928-1962)
NOTE: a Council on Foreign Relations publication

A POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD
HOLDINGS: 1928-1962
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: a Council on Foreign Relations publication

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION
see NATIONAL PROBATION ASSOCIATION. PROCEEDINGS
PROCEEDINGS OF THE GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE
HOLDINGS: 1908-1964
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: a Council of State Government publication
NOTE: see GUIDE #1169 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: continued by PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE, 1965-1976

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE
HOLDINGS: 1965-1976
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: a Council of State Government publication
NOTE: see GUIDE #1169 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: continues PROCEEDINGS OF THE GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE, 1908-1964
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title PROCEEDINGS OF THE GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE

PROGRAM OF SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION
HOLDINGS: 1962-1964
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION FOR: (YR), 1947-1961
NOTE: continued by SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION, 1965-current
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION PROGRAM FOR: (YR)

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY
HOLDINGS: v.2 (1968/69)- v.22 (1988)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #26

PUBLICATIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
see COUNCIL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS. PUBLICATIONS

PUERTO RICO. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1980
LOCATION: 0739-FICHE
CABINET: #12

PUERTO RICO. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1955-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

QUARTERLY
see INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF BARRISTERS. QUARTERLY

READEX UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS & PUBLICATIONS
see UNITED NATIONS. DOCUMENTS & PUBLICATIONS (READEX)
THE RECORD OF THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
HOLDINGS: v.35 (1980)-current
LOCATION: PERIODICAL-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1946)-current

RECORDS OF THE U.S. JUDICIAL CONFERENCE: COMMITTEES ON RULES OF
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES
HOLDINGS: 1935-current
LOCATION: 1425-FICHE
CABINET: #41
INDEXED: in Records of the U.S. Judicial Conference: Committees on
NOTE: arranged by CIS accession number

REGISTER OF DEBATES IN CONGRESS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1824)- v.14 (1837)
LOCATION: 1220-FICHE
CABINET: #16
NOTE: continued by CONGRESSIONAL GLOBE
NOTE: continues ANNUALS OF THE CONGRESS

REGISTER, NEW YORK STATE
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1979)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues New York State Bulletin, in HARDCOPY, v.49 (1976/77)-
v.51 (1978/79)
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT ISSUES ONLY
INDEXED: fiche set includes index

REPORTS
see EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC). COMMISSION OF THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

REPORTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL AWARDS
see INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL AWARDS. REPORTS OF…

REPORTS AND DECISIONS OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION OF
THE UNITED STATES
see INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION REPORTS

RES GESTAE (INDIANA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)
HOLDINGS: v.29 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

THE REVISED STATUTES, CODES AND GENERAL LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK: CONTAINING THE TEXT...
see BIRDSEYE'S REVISED STATUTES, CODES AND LAWS OF NEW YORK
see BIRDSEYE'S REVISED STATUTES, CODES AND LAWS OF NEW YORK (2ND EDITION)
RHODE ISLAND BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.34 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

RHODE ISLAND, SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0740-FICHE
CABINET: #12

RHODE ISLAND, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1985-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

RHODE ISLAND, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1663-1988
LOCATION: 0039-FICHE
CABINET: #01

RUTGERS CAMDEN LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1969/70)- v.6 (1974/75)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #45
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.7 (1975/76)- v.11 (1979/80)

SAN FRANCISCO ATTORNEY (CALIFORNIA)
HOLDINGS: v.25 (1999)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

SC BAR NEWS (SOUTH CAROLINA)
HOLDINGS: v.1 (Aug. 1989)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

SEC DECISIONS AND REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1934)- v.44 (1972)
LOCATION: 0475-FICHE
CABINET: #02

SECURITIES EXCHANGE COMMISSION
see SEC DECISIONS AND REPORTS
SENATE BILLS & RESOLUTIONS
see UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HOUSE & SENATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

SERIAL SET
see UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET

SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: vary; see individual state
LOCATION: 0701-0752
CABINET: #12

THE SHINGLE
HOLDINGS: v.48 (1985)- v.54 (1991)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #20
NOTE: also in hardcopy
NOTE: continued by PHILADELPHIA LAWYER, v.55 (1992)- current

SIC BACKGROUNDER
see BACKGROUNDER

SOCIAL SECURITY BULLETIN
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1938)- v.41 (1978)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #26
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.42 (1980)-current

THE SOLICITOR'S JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.104 (1960)- v.116 (1972)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #45
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.117 (1973)- v.130 (1986)

SOUTH CAROLINA
see also SC BAR NEWS
see also TRANSCRIPT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR

SOUTH CAROLINA, AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.27- v.266
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #22

SOUTH CAROLINA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1989)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

SOUTH CAROLINA, SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0741-FICHE
CABINET: #12
SOUTH CAROLINA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

SOUTH CAROLINA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1776-1988
LOCATION: 0040-FICHE
CABINET: #01

SOUTH DAKOTA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0742-FICHE
CABINET: #12

SOUTH DAKOTA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE BAR NEWSLETTER
HOLDINGS: Jan. 1993-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

SOUTH DAKOTA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1883-1988
LOCATION: 0041-FICHE
CABINET: #01

SOUTH EASTERN REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1887)- v.200 (1939)
LOCATION: 009-UFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

SOUTH WESTERN REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1886)- v.300 (1928)
LOCATION: 010-UFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy

SOUTHERN REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1887)- v.200 (1941)
LOCATION: 005-UFICHE
CABINET: #41
NOTE: also in hardcopy
SPECTRUM (THE JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT)
HOLDINGS: v.65, no.3 (1992)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues THE JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT, v.60 (1987)-
v.65, no.2 (1992); continues STATE GOVERNMENT, v.1 (1926)-v.59 (1986)

THE ST. LOUIS BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.27 (1980)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

STANFORD LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.22 (1987)-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIALS CLASSIFIED BY FUNCTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1967-1988
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication
NOTE: also in hardcopy [JK2403.S732]

STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: vary, see individual state
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14
NOTE: arranged alphabetically by state and chronologically within
NOTE: formal and informal opinions of attorneys general with cumulative
index, statutory reference table, and table of recent judicial opinions
at the end of each state’s set

STATE BAR EXAMINATIONS
HOLDINGS: varies by state; most cover from 1991-current
LOCATION: 0492-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: currently includes 31 states (not including NEW YORK);
see online record for holdings

STATE BAR NEWS (NEBRASKA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: title changed to NEBRASKA LAWYER beginning with April 1997

STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: vary; see individual state
LOCATION: 0001-0050 - FICHE
CABINET: #01
STATE ELECTIVE OFFICIALS AND THE LEGISLATURES
HOLDINGS: 1967; 1977-1994 (with gaps)
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: also in hardcopy [JK2403.S73]

STATE GOVERNMENT
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1926)- v.59 (1986)
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continued by JOURNAL OF STATE GOVERNMENT, v.60 (1987)- v.65, no.2 (1992); continued by SPECTRUM, v.65, no.3 (1992)-current
NOTE: a Council of State Government publication

STATE GOVERNMENT NEWS
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication

STATE GOVERNMENT RESEARCH CHECKLIST
HOLDINGS: v.22 (1980)- current
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH CHECKLIST (1947-1979)
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication

STATE LEGAL STANDARDS FOR THE PROVISION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
HOLDINGS: 1978
LOCATION: 0527-FICHE
CABINET: #10

STATE LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP, COMMITTEES AND STAFF
HOLDINGS: 1981/82- 1987/88
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: a Council of State Governments publication

STATE REPORTS PRIOR TO THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: ALABAMA-WYOMING
LOCATION: 1-53 - FILM
CABINET: #21- #22
NOTE: see INDEX/GUIDE #1-53(B) in MICROFORMS ROOM and REF. DESK

STATE SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: vary; see individual state
LOCATION: 0701-0752
CABINET: #12
STATE SLAVERY STATUTES
HOLDINGS: 1789-1865
LOCATION: 0530-FICHE
CABINET: #10
INDEXED: also in hardcopy [KF4545.S5.A127] at DOCS REFERENCE

SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION PROGRAM FOR: (YR)
HOLDINGS: 1947-1963
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues SUGGESTED STATE POST-WAR LEGISLATION...
NOTE: continued by PROGRAM OF SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION,
1962-1964

SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION
HOLDINGS: 1965- current
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues PROGRAM OF SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION

SUGGESTED STATE POSTWAR LEGISLATION: FEDERAL-STATE PROGRAMS FOR 1946-1947
HOLDINGS: 1946/47
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues SUGGESTED STATE WAR AND POSTWAR LEGISLATION...
NOTE: continued by SUGGESTED STATE LEGISLATION FOR: (YR), 1947-1961

SUGGESTED STATE WAR AND POSTWAR LEGISLATION FOR 1945
HOLDINGS: 1945
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues SUGGESTED STATE WAR LEGISLATION, 1942-1944
NOTE: continued by SUGGESTED STATE POSTWAR LEGISLATION, 1946/47

SUGGESTED STATE WAR LEGISLATION (INCLUDING SUPPLEMENTS)
HOLDINGS: 1942-1944/45
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: continues LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR DEFENSE (1940)
NOTE: continued by SUGGESTED STATE WAR AND POSTWAR LEGISLATION FOR 1945

SUMMARY OF ANNUAL MEETING OF GOVERNING BOARDS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1980
LOCATION: 1169-FICHE
CABINET: #15
NOTE: see GUIDE #1169/525 in MICROFORMS ROOM

SUPREME COURT RECORDS AND BRIEFS
see UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT RECORDS & BRIEFS
SURVEY OF AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1928-1931
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: a Council of Foreign Relations publication

TAX CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR PROCEEDINGS
HOLDINGS: 1941-1984
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

TAX FOUNDATION
see also GOVERNMENT FINANCE BRIEFS
see also FEDERAL FISCAL ISSUES
see also FISCAL FACTS
see also LIBRARY BULLETIN
see also TAX CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR PROCEEDINGS
see also WASHINGTON NEWS
see also WASHINGTON REPORT

TAX FOUNDATION. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES
HOLDINGS: no.1 (1959)- no.11 (1960)
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION. ARCHIVE PUBLICATIONS AND SERIALS
HOLDINGS: 1937-1988
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE and PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #02 and #18
NOTE: arranged by letter symbols and by numbers
NOTE: see GUIDE #494 in MICROFORMS ROOM for titles
NOTE: see also by individual serial titles in this index

TAX FOUNDATION CIVIC GUIDE(S)
HOLDINGS: 7 articles
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: see GUIDE #495 in MICROFORMS ROOM for titles

TAX FOUNDATION FISCAL FACTS
HOLDINGS: 1952-1959
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION FISCAL ISSUES
HOLDINGS: 1961-1964
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION GOVERNMENT FINANCE BRIEF
HOLDINGS: 1955-57 {old series}; 1955-1980 {new series}
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION MEMORANDUM ON ALLOCATION OF THE FEDERAL TAX BURDEN & FEDERAL GRANTS-IN-AID BY STATE
HOLDINGS: 1961-1987
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION MEMORANDUM ON ALLOCATION OF THE FEDERAL TAX BURDEN & FEDERAL OUTLAW BY SMSA
HOLDINGS: 1971-1977
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION. PROJECT NOTES
HOLDINGS: no.1 (1943)- no.51 (1963)
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: continued by TAX FOUNDATION RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS,

TAX FOUNDATION RESEARCH AID
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION RESEARCH BIBLIOGRAPHY
HOLDINGS: no. 1 (1960)- no.71 (1985)
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION RESEARCH PUBLICATION(S)
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: continues TAX FOUNDATION PROJECT NOTES,
no.1 (1943)- no.51 (1963)

TAX FOUNDATION SPECIAL REPORT(S)
HOLDINGS: no.1 (1954)- no.81 (1988)
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION WORKING PAPER(S)
HOLDINGS: 1985-1987
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02

TAX FOUNDATION. MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: various “one time” publications
LOCATION: 0495-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately

**TAX REVIEW**
- HOLDINGS: v.1 (1940)- v.46 (1985)
- LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
- CABINET: #48
- NOTE: continued by **FISCAL POLICY FORUM** (1983-1986)
- NOTE: filed under title: **FISCAL POLICY FORUM**
- NOTE: includes *Table of Contents Issue* (1940-1962); 25-Year Index (1940-1965); *Subject Index* (1966-1978)

**TAXES: THE TAX MAGAZINE**
- HOLDINGS: v.1 (1923)- v.53 (1975)
- LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
- CABINET: #45
- NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.13 (1935)- current
- NOTE: arranged and labeled under the title **TAXES**

**TAXPAYER NEWS**
- HOLDINGS: 1957-1960
- LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
- CABINET: #48
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.78, no.1 (1975/76) - v.85, no.8 (1982)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.85 (1982) - current

TELEPHONE ENGINEER AND MANAGEMENT
HOLDINGS: v.79 (1975) - v.83 (1979)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.85 (1982) - current

TELEVISION/RADIO AGE
HOLDINGS: v.25 (1977/78) - v.29 (1981/82)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by hardcopy, v.29 (1981/82) - current

TENNESSEE. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.85 - v.225
LOCATION: FILM
CABINET: #22

TENNESSEE BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.21 (1985) - current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

TENNESSEE. SESSION LAWS
LOCATION: 0743-FICHE
CABINET: #12

TENNESSEE. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980 - current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

TENNESSEE. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1796 - 1988
LOCATION: 0042-FICHE
CABINET: #01

TERRITORIAL PAPERS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1789) - v.28 (1848)
LOCATION: 0815-FICHE
CABINET: #12
NOTE: includes index in v.28, on fiche nos. 13 and 14

75
TEXAS. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.66 (1886)- v.163 (1962)
LOCATION: 0066-FILM
CABINET: #22

TEXAS BAR JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.48 (1985)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: earlier volumes in hardcopy, v.45 (1982)- v.49 (1986) and CURRENT ISSUES

TEXAS. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0744-FICHE
CABINET: #12

TEXAS. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1973-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

TEXAS. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1845-1988
LOCATION: 0043-FICHE
CABINET: #01

THE THIRD BRANCH
HOLDINGS: v.25, no.1 (1993)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.20 (1988)- v.24 (1992) and CURRENT ISSUES

THOMPSON’S LAWS OF NEW YORK
HOLDINGS: 1939
LOCATION: 1107E-FICHE
CABINET: #13

THE TRADEMARK REPORTER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1911)- v.65 (1975)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #26
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.64 (1974)- current
THE TRANSCRIPT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #20
NOTE: continued by the SC BAR NEWS, v.1 (Aug. 1989)- current

TREASURY DECISIONS UNDER CUSTOMS AND OTHER LAWS
see UNITED STATES TREASURY DECISIONS UNDER CUSTOMS AND OTHER LAWS

TREATIES
see UNITED NATIONS TREATY SERIES
see UNITED STATES, TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
see also “Treaties and International Agreements” entry in the Subject Guide

TRIALS
see A COLLECTION OF TRIALS ON MICROFICHE

TRUSTS & ESTATES
HOLDINGS: v.68 (1939)- v.109 (1970)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #45
NOTE: continued in hardcopy, v.110 (1971)- current
NOTE: continues TRUST COMPANIES, v.1 (1904)- v.67 (1938)

TRUST COMPANIES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1904)- v.67 (1938)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #45
NOTE: continued by TRUSTS & ESTATES, v.68 (1939)- v. 109 (1970)
NOTE: labeled and arranged under the title TRUSTS & ESTATES

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
see KARL LLEWELLYN PAPERS

UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS
see FBI UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS

UNIFORM STATE LAWS
see NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS

UNITED NATIONS
see also INTERNATIONAL ARBITRAL AWARDS, REPORTS OF...
see also INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
see also LAW OF THE SEA INSTITUTE
see also YEARBOOK OF THE UNITED NATIONS
UNITED NATIONS. COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS. DOCUMENTS
HOLDINGS: 1946-1975
LOCATION: 0417-FICHE
CABINET: #01
NOTE: see also UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTS
(1991-current)

UNITED NATIONS. CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT.
DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1991-current
LOCATION: 1460-FICHE
CABINET: #42
INDEXED: READEX Index to United Nations Documents & Publications
(CD-ROM)
NOTE: arranged by session (year) and by U.N. documents number (TAD)

UNITED NATIONS. HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTS
HOLDINGS: 1991-current
LOCATION: 1460(A)-FICHE
CABINET: #41
INDEXED: READEX Index to United Nations Documents and
Publications on CD-ROM
NOTE: arranged by session (year) and by U.N. documents number

UNITED NATIONS. DOCUMENTS & PUBLICATIONS (READEX)
HOLDINGS: 1991-current
LOCATION: 1460 & 1460(A) - FICHE
CABINET: #42
INDEXED: CD-ROM index and Readex UN Documents Index via NYLS Intranet; note
that index covers all U.N. material available in microfiche, but the library subscribes
to the Human Rights Documents and the Conference on Trade and
Development subsets only

UNITED NATIONS TREATY SERIES
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1946/47)- v.600 (1967)
LOCATION: 0170-FILM
CABINET: #25
INDEXED: the official U.N. treaty index is included on the film; cumulative
indexes were published to every 100 volumes, later to every 50 volumes
NOTE: v.601 (1967) - v.1100 (1978), see UNITED NATIONS TREATY
SERIES - FICHE

UNITED STATES ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS. POLICY (ACIR)
see ACIR POLICY REPORTS
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANNUAL REPORT
   HOLDINGS: 1980-current
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14
   NOTE: also in hardcopy, REPORT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
   (1870-1977) KF5107.A2,A1 and on FICHE at J1.1:(year)(1981-current)

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, DIGEST OF THE OFFICIAL OPINIONS
   OF THE...
   HOLDINGS: v.33 (1921)- v.42(1974)
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, OPINIONS
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14
   NOTE: includes an index-digest to the opinions
   NOTE: see also in hardcopy (1791-1869) KF5406.A6 U57
   NOTE: full title: OFFICIAL OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
   THE UNITED STATES: ADVISING THE PRESIDENT AND THE
   HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS IN RELATION TO THEIR
   OFFICIAL DUTIES

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL, OPINIONS OF THE OFFICE OF LEGAL
   COUNSEL OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
   HOLDINGS: v.1 (1977)- current
   LOCATION: 1110- FICHE
   CABINET: #14
   NOTE: includes index
   NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1 (1977)-current at KF5050.A555

UNITED STATES CODE
   HOLDINGS: 1926- current
   LOCATION: 0855- FICHE
   CABINET: #12
   NOTE: superseded and current editions of the United States Code

UNITED STATES, CONGRESS, COMMITTEE PRINTS
   HOLDINGS: 1830-1969
   LOCATION: 1415- FICHE
   CABINET: #33
   INDEXED: CIS Masterfile on CD-ROM and CIS U.S. Congressional
   Committee Prints Index: from the Earliest Publications
   Through 1969, [KF49.C65] at DOCS REFERENCE
   NOTE: arranged by CIS number
   NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES, CONGRESS, PUBLICATIONS,
   1970-current
UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. CONGRESSIONAL SERIAL SET
LOCATION: 1400-FICHÉ
CABINET: #29 - #31
INDEXED: CIS Congressional Serial Set Index [Z1223.Z9 C65 1975]
at DOCS REF. or CIS Masterfile on CD-ROM (House and Senate Journals) or CIS
Congressional Universe via NYLS Intranet
NOTE: includes committee reports and documents, but not hearings or prints
NOTE: arranged by volume number
NOTE: continues AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, continued by UNITED
STATES. CONGRESS. PUBLICATIONS (1970-current)

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HEARINGS. PUBLISHED
HOLDINGS: 23rd Congress- 91st Congress (1833-1969)
House: v.1 (1906)- 1969/70
Senate: v.1 (1908)- 1969/70
Supplements I and II (early 1800's- 1969)
LOCATION: 1410-FICHÉ
CABINET: #32 - #33
INDEXED: CIS Masterfile on CD-ROM or CIS Congressional Universe via
NYLS Intranet
NOTE: arranged by CIS number, by volume number and by year;
House and Senate materials are filed parallelly
NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. PUBLICATIONS,
1970-current

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HEARINGS. UNPUBLISHED
HOLDINGS: unpublished Senate Hearings 18th Congress- 88th Congress
(1823-1964); unpublished House Hearings 1833-1958
LOCATION: 1412-FICHÉ
CABINET: #33 - #33A
INDEXED: CIS Masterfile on CD-ROM or CIS Congressional Universe via
NYLS Intranet and CIS Index to unpublished U.S. Senate committee
hearings: 18th Congress – 88th Congress (1823-1964); see also CIS Index
to unpublished U.S. House of Representatives committee hearings
1833-1936; see also CIS Index to unpublished U.S. House of Representatives
committee Hearings 1937-1946 at DOCS REF.
NOTE: arranged by CIS number
NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. PUBLICATIONS,
1970-current

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. HOUSE & SENATE BILLS & RESOLUTIONS
HOLDINGS: 97th Congress- current (1980-current)
LOCATION: 1424-FICHÉ
CABINET: #40
NOTE: also some hardcopy and fiche for the 96th Congress
NOTE: CIS Congressional Serial Set Index Pt. XIII (1819-1969) and CIS Index
UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 92nd- current Congress (1970-current)
LOCATION: 1420-FICHE
CABINET: #33A - #39
INDEXED: CIS Index/Abstract at DOCS. REF. or CIS Masterfile 2 on CD-ROM or CIS Congressional Universe via NYLS Intranet
NOTE: includes hearings, reports, documents and prints

UNITED STATES. CONGRESS. SENATE
see also JOURNAL OF THE EXECUTIVE PROCEEDINGS OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
see also SENATE EXECUTIVE DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS (1817-1969)

UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1863)- v.213 (1977)
LOCATION: 0515-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: includes index/digest for 1863-1875
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1- v.231

UNITED STATES COURTS: SELECTED REPORTS
HOLDINGS: 1993- current
LOCATION: JU 10.1/2- FICHE
CABINET: #18
NOTE: continues: PROCEEDINGS and ANNUAL REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
NOTE: earlier editions in hardcopy

UNITED STATES. COURT OF CUSTOMS APPEALS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1910/11)- v.16 (1928/29)
LOCATION: 0491a-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS REPORTS, v.17 (1929/30)- v.53 (1965/66)

UNITED STATES. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS. CASES DECIDED IN UNITED STATES COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS
HOLDINGS: v.54 (1966/67)- v.64 (1977)
LOCATION: 0491a-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: continues UNITED STATES. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS REPORTS, v.17 (1929/30)- v.53 (1965/66)
UNITED STATES. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.17 (1929/30)- v.53 (1965/66)
LOCATION: 0491a-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: continued by UNITED STATES. COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS. CASES DECIDED IN UNITED STATES COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS, v.54 (1966/67)- v.64 (1977)

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS COURT REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1938)- v.78 (1977)
LOCATION: 0491-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy, KF125.C8

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN
see DEPARTMENT OF STATE BULLETIN

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE DISPATCH
see DISPATCH

UNITED STATES FEDERAL AGENCY PUBLICATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1980-current
LOCATION: 1199-FICHE
CABINET: #19.6
NOTE: for selections and SuDocs number see List of Item Selections at REF. DESK

THE UNITED STATES IN WORLD AFFAIRS. AN ACCOUNT OF AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS
HOLDINGS: 1931-1970
LOCATION: 0520-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: also in hardcopy, JX1416.O6
NOTE: a Council on Foreign Relations publication

UNITED STATES. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REVIEW COMMISSION. DECISIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-1992
LOCATION: 0845-FICHE
CABINET: #37

UNITED STATES REPORTS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1754)- v.509 (1992)
LOCATION: 0510-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1-current, KF101.U55

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT RECORDS AND BRIEFS
see also THE FLAG AND THE LAW: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY...
see also WESTER v. REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT RECORDS AND BRIEFS
HOLDINGS: 1897/98-current
LOCATION: 0500-FICHE
CABINET: #03- #08
NOTE: includes reports and briefs of full opinions; from 1983/84 term, records
and briefs of certiorari denied cases and summary opinions are also included
NOTE: from 1897 (vol. 168) to 1974 (vol. 418) arranged by United States Reports citation;
from 1974/75 arranged by term; from 1983/84 grouped by term and filed by
full opinion/certiorari denied/summary opinion and within these by docket no.
NOTE: see GUIDE #500 in MICROFORMS ROOM
NOTE: see also subject compilations and documentary collections of records
and briefs in hardcopy or on MICROFORM

UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL PAPERS
see TERRITORIAL PAPERS OF THE UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES TREASURY DECISIONS UNDER CUSTOMS AND OTHER LAWS
LOCATION: 0480-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: also in hardcopy [KF6200.5.A55 U55]
NOTE: continued by CUSTOMS BULLETIN (1967-1976)

UNITED STATES TREASURY DECISIONS UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1898)- v.36 (1942)
LOCATION: 0482-FICHE
CABINET: #02
NOTE: ceased publication in 1942; materials are incorporated into the
Cumulative Bulletin
NOTE: each volume indexed separately

UNITED STATES TREATIES & OTHER INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
HOLDINGS: 1990-current; 1989-retroactive
LOCATION: 1450-FICHE
CABINET: #41
INDEXED: Current Treaty Index on Ref.; note that the index includes more
material than actually acquired and available in the microfiche service;
for actual holdings see Hein's U.S. T.I.A.S. Current Microfiche
Service [JX2365. U55] at DOCS. REF.

UNITED STATES v. AT&T. COURT DOCUMENTS
HOLDINGS: 1974-1984
LOCATION: 0137-FILM
CABINET: #25

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LAW REVIEW
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1933)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW AND AMERICAN LAW REGISTER
    HOLDINGS: v. 56 (1908)- v.93 (1944)
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: continues AMERICAN LAW REGISTER, v.1 (1852/53)- v.55 (1907)
    NOTE: continued by UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW,
          v. 93 (March 1945)- current

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW
    HOLDINGS: v.93 (March 1945)- current
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: continues UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW REVIEW AND
          AMERICAN LAW REGISTER, v.56 (1908)- v.93 (1944)
    NOTE: also in hardcopy

UNIVERSITY OF WEST LOS ANGELES LAW REVIEW
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
    CABINET: #26

US DEPARTMENT OF DISPATCH
    see DISPATCH

THE UTAH BAR JOURNAL
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: ceased publication with v.14, no.2 (1986) and restarted with v.1, no.1 (1988)

UTAH BAR JOURNAL (VOIR DIRE)
    HOLDINGS: v.2, no.1 (Winter 1997)- v.3, no.2 (Summer 1998)
    LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
    CABINET: #48
    NOTE: ceased publication with v.3, no.2 and is no longer being published

UTAH, SESSION LAWS
    HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
    LOCATION: 0745-FICHE
    CABINET: #12

UTAH, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
    HOLDINGS: 1985-current
    LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
    CABINET: #14

UTAH, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
    HOLDINGS: 1860-1988
    LOCATION: 0044-FICHE
    CABINET: #01
V.B.A. NEWS JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1, no.1 (Sept. 1998)- v.1, no.2 (Oct. 1998);
     v.24, no.3 (Dec. 1998)-current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues THE VIRGINIA BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL,

THE VERMONT BAR
HOLDINGS: v.6, no.1 (Feb, 1980)- v.15, no.3 (June. 1989)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by THE VERMONT BAR JOURNAL & LAW DIGEST,
NOTE: filed and arranged under header VERMONT BAR JOURNAL.

THE VERMONT BAR JOURNAL & LAW DIGEST
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues THE VERMONT BAR, v.6, no.1 (Feb. 1980)- v.15, no.3 (June. 1989)
NOTE: header alternates between VERMONT BAR JOURNAL and VERMONT BAR JOURNAL & LAW DIGEST.

VERMONT, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0746-FICHE
CABINET: #12

VERMONT, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: NONE
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

VERMONT, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1785-1987
LOCATION: 0045-FICHE
CABINET: #01

VIETNAM, A DOCUMENTARY COLLECTION: WESTMORELAND v. CBS
HOLDINGS: court decisions
LOCATION: 0485-FICHE
CABINET: #02
INDEXED: Westmoreland v. CBS: Guide to the Microfiche Collection
     [KF228.W42 W47 1967] at DOCS. REF.
NOTE: depositions are arranged by deponents last name and chronologically
     under the deponent

VIRGIN ISLANDS, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1980
LOCATION: 0748-FICHE
CABINET: #12
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VIRGIN ISLANDS. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1935-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

VIRGINIA. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.82 (1887)- v.215 (1975)
LOCATION: 0065-FILM
CABINET: #22

THE VIRGINIA BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: title ceased with v.24, no.2 (1998) and continued by V.B.A. NEWS JOURNAL.

VIRGINIA BAR NEWS
HOLDINGS: v.34 (1985/86)- v.36, no.11 (May 1988)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: as of 1988, publication is no longer called VIRGINIA BAR NEWS, it alternates between VIRGINIA LAWYER REGISTER and VIRGINIA LAWYER.

VIRGINIA LAWYER/ VIRGINIA LAWYER REGISTER
HOLDINGS: v.36, no.12 (June 1988)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues VIRGINIA BAR NEWS.

VIRGINIA. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0747-FICHE
CABINET: #12

VIRGINIA. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

VIRGINIA. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1776-1988
LOCATION: 0046-FICHE
CABINET: #01

VOIR DIRE
see UTAH BAR JOURNAL (VOIR DIRE)

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: Jan. 1982- June 1984
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #26
NOTE: also in hardcopy, CURRENT MONTH ONLY
WASHINGTON, AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
   HOLDINGS: v.2 – v.200
   LOCATION: FILM
   CABINET: #22

WASHINGTON FISCAL WATCH
   HOLDINGS: 1984-1987
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48

THE WASHINGTON LAWYER
   HOLDINGS: v.1 (1986/87)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: continues DISTRICT LAWYER

WASHINGTON NEWS, BULLETIN
   HOLDINGS: 1948-1985
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: a Tax Foundation, Inc. publication

WASHINGTON NEWS, TAX FOUNDATION SPENDING ANALYSIS
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: a Tax Foundation Inc., publication

WASHINGTON REPORT
   HOLDINGS: 1948-1964
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48
   NOTE: a Tax Foundation Inc., publication

WASHINGTON, SESSION LAWS
   HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
   LOCATION: 0740-FICHE
   CABINET: #12

WASHINGTON, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
   HOLDINGS: 1981-current
   LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
   CABINET: #14

WASHINGTON STATE BAR NEWS
   HOLDINGS: v.42 (1988)- current
   LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
   CABINET: #48
WASHINGTON, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1878-1988
LOCATION: 0047-FICHE
CABINET: #01

WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
HOLDINGS: v.28, no.5 (Feb. 1992)- current
LOCATION: 1500-FICHE
CABINET: #41.9
NOTE: also in hardcopy, [KF5051.A6 U55]

THE WEST VIRGINIA LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1987/88)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

WEST VIRGINIA, SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1970-1982
LOCATION: 0750-FICHE
CABINET: #12

WEST VIRGINIA, STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1968-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

WEST VIRGINIA, STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1861-1986
LOCATION: 0048-FICHE
CABINET: #01

WISCONSIN
see also MILWAUKEE LAWYER

WISCONSIN, AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.47 (1889)- v.275 (1957)
LOCATION: 0067-FILM
CABINET: #22

THE WISCONSIN BAR BULLETIN
HOLDINGS: v.61, no.1 (1988)- v.61, no.12 (1988)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continued by WISCONSIN LAWYER, v.62 (1989)-current

WISCONSIN LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.62 (1989)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: continues WISCONSIN BAR BULLETIN
WISCONSIN. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1979
LOCATION: 0751-FICHE
CABINET: #12

WISCONSIN. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1979-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

WISCONSIN. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1846-1987
LOCATION: 0049-FICHE
CABINET: #01

WOMEN LAWYER'S JOURNAL
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #48

WOMEN AND LAW
HOLDINGS: 40 reels
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #26
NOTE: a Women's History Research Center publication

WYOMING. AMERICAN STATE REPORTS AFTER THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
HOLDINGS: v.3- v.8
LOCATION: 0068-FILM
CABINET: #22

THE WYOMING LAWYER
HOLDINGS: v.3 (1979)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FICHE
CABINET: #20

WYOMING. SESSION LAWS
HOLDINGS: 1971-1981
LOCATION: 0752-FICHE
CABINET: #12

WYOMING. STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORTS AND OPINIONS
HOLDINGS: 1977-current
LOCATION: 1110-FICHE
CABINET: #14

WYOMING. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
HOLDINGS: 1889-1988
LOCATION: 0050-FICHE
CABINET: #01
YALE BLACKSTONE COLLECTION
HOLDINGS: 266 titles
LOCATION: 0545-FICHE
CABINET: #10
NOTE: filed by Eller number, see accompanying printed guide
NOTE: individual titles are cataloged separately – in progress

YALE LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1891/92)- v.106 (1996/97)
LOCATION: PERIODICALS-FILM
CABINET: #26
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1- current
NOTE: v.107 (1997/98)- current, see YALE LAW JOURNAL - FICHE

YALE LAW JOURNAL
HOLDINGS: v.107 (1997/98)- current
LOCATION: PERIODICALS - FICHE
CABINET: #48
NOTE: also in hardcopy, v.1- current
NOTE: v.1 (1891/92)- v.106 (1996/97), see YALE LAW JOURNAL - FILM

YEARBOOK OF THE UNITED NATIONS
HOLDINGS: v.1 (1946/47)- v.25 (1973)
LOCATION: 0416-FICHE
CABINET: #01